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By Iesha C. Matthews ·

By Desiree Robinson ·
,H~

The Christain Knights of the Ku Klux Klan returned to
the District last Sundi y, and despite the efforts of hun·
dreds of demonstrators -both black and white-their march
down Constitution Avenue V.'3.S successfully completed.
Police officials were again out in full forc.e as hundreds of officers manned blockades along the march
route, in attempt to keep demonstrators away from the
KKK. During the march, 14 people were hurt and more
than 40 were arrested.
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A lack of student elected representatives in the general_
assembly has slowed the allocation of funds to needy student
org:ytizations ..
According to sources in Howard University Student ·
Association, the genera] assembly has failed twice to
achieve a quorum, two-thirds of the voting body, in order to
c.onduct its official business. The first general assembly
meeting held on Sept. 19 was the only meeting where a
quorum was reached.
''There is undoubtedly apathy among student elected
representatives to attend the meetings. and students are not
pressing the~ to go," said Murphy Bell, Un~rgraduate
Student Association coordinator.
''Since they are not ·paid, the job is being taken for granted.
The main reason most people run for the position is beca,use
it looks good on their resume,'' Bell added.
---·
The general assembly, the legislative branch of HUSA,
consists of representatives elected to the undergraduate and
gr.iduate student assemblies.
•
According to the HUSA constitution, lhe general assembly meets on the lhird Wednesday of each 111Qnlh. The
constitution also states that "a legally constituted meeting
consists of a majority of its voting members present for the
duration of the meeting, a quorum."
HUSA attCndancc records show that eight schools and
colleges have failed to attend a general body meeting. These
schools include: Nursing, Pharmacy, Social Work. Den- .
tistry, Divinity, Fine-Arts, the Graduate School of Arts and

Counter-demonstrators gathered along 14th and
Conslitution Avenue, Northwest, at approximately 10
a.m. to combat the KKK's attempt to march from the
WashingtOn Monument to the Capitol.
At approximately 11 a.m., 75 counter-demonstrators
filled the downtown vicinity. And, as the hour in which
the KKK would march grew closer, _demonstrators verbally taunted black police officers who were protecting·
the white supremacists. One group consistently chanted,
''It's Uncle-Tom day." _
Members of the crowd were particuarly upset with
black members of the police force that were protecting
lhe KKK.
''Brother, how could you !do this to your ancestors.
How could you be here knowing that you would injure
your brothers and sisters, who are out here defending your .
rights,'' said Joseph Green, a 20-year-old District resident, to a black police officer w_ho was on the frontline.
A police official .at the march, who asked not to be
identified, said, "\Ve don 't like being here, this you can
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Several university dorms held Haloween parties for children In the DlstrlcL
See related stories on page 2

see UGSA, page 1 o

see KLAN, page 10
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Howard loss may help save Tawso State football program
By Christopher Taylor
Hiiitop $ta.ff Report8r

TOWSON MD, Oct 27-The Howard University Football team committed five turnovers helping a beleaguered Towson State University football program ~ by lasing to Lhe previously winless Tigers 17-7 Saturday
night at ~1innegan Stadium before
1,205 people.
This loss came after Towson administration bad indicated that the
school, because of budget deficit
within the football program, might
ha\'e to drop football from their athletic
program.
Towson State (1-8) seemed to
draw strength from the ''SIT' on their
helmets, (save Towson football) · and
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Ghosts, Goblins,
Greetings
e Residents of Sutton, Slowe
and the Howard Towers bring
'Halloween cheer to area resi~cnts.

the baMcrs and pasters around the stadiun1 cncouragin9 the school to keep
its football prograip.
It did not take long for the Tigers to
take the lead. On the founh play of the
game, junior running back Robbie
Jackson Wid a draw play to score frorri
71 yar~. Jackson took the hand-off,
ran up the middl and out ran two
Howard defenders o score untouched.
Those seven ppints were the first
points the Bison defi nsc had allowed in
the first quarter this season.
Towson Slate mcrcased their lead
to 10.0 on a 41 yatd fieid goal by Glen
1 Mattfeld.
The
I goal came after
Howard (5-3) was [~d to punt to the
Tigers 29 yard lin~. The Tigers drove
47 )'ards on eight pla , and then kicked
lhe field goal.
Final points of the quarter came on
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• Don't get the "boot" this
winter from parking in the
wrong rones.
See page 3

'

Cholesterol ' Count
• Fluctuations of day-to-day
levels of cholesterol leave
meaninglerss test results.
Seepage 13

Tae kwon do
Chn1nps
• • Howard team keeps
bringing home the gold, tlte
' silver and the bronz.e medals.

See JX18e 18

see FOOTBf-LL, page 10
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Bison quaterback Donald Carr could possibly be benched In favor of Freshman Chris
Dubose this Saturday against Morgan State.
.

family
Howard Pi¥a attempts to strengthen crime preventi9n measures
By Rochelle Tiiier!
·
_
Hilltop. Staff Reporter

See JXlge 2

Can1pus Parking

a two yard run by running back Jarrett
Grier with 22 seconds left in the quarter. This touchdown came after Howard comn1itted a turnover at the Tigers
'.37-yard line.
''Tumo\•ers in the red zone (inside
ihe Howard 20 yard line) are what
killed us," said Bison Head Coach
Steve \Vilson.
After thal, the Bison
defense settled down, giving up onlY
62 total yards of offense in the second
half.
Leaders offensively for Towson
State were quarterback Chris Goelz
who was 20 for 39, 192 yards passing.
Jackson c.ontributed 98 yards on eigltt
carries.
Because of the 17-0 deficit, Howard
was forced to take their offensive attack

The Howard Plaza owers has been
plagued with a rash
attempted robberies and thefts whicli have raised the
concern or many Towers residents,
campus police and the management of
the building facilit ):.
Last month the Towers faced four
attempted bUrglarics, one attempted
theft, two incidents of vandalism and
·one attempted car tamr.ring according
to Howard campus police records.
One residenl, Cha~tcll Karim, had
her apartme11t broken into October 14.
'' I feel like the Tower's is trying to
give me a false Sin
of security,"
Karim said.
''When the police me to make the
report, they said they had other incidents reported simifur to mine. But I
llad no idea there wer other cases. It
would seem ~t .the Towers would
inform residents of these occurrences."
Larry Frelow, property manager of
the Tower, said that a series of crime

cf

I

I

prevention seminars has been established to help .infonn students about
necessary precautions. Attendance al
the first two sessions was low but is.
expected to increase at the next session
this Mondax. November 5.
Both campus police and Frelow said
that the residents nlust nlake a more
conscious effort to protect themselves.
Lieutenant Co)•al Jayson, director
or campus crime preveiltion, said that if
residents followed the rules and rcgulations of their apartment complexes,
there would be fewer problems.
''Residents need to treat the Towers
like it was their pennanent home. You
wouldn't let a stranger into your
mother's house. So why let strangers
into the Towers complex?'' Jayson
said.
''If you know of someone not signing in their guesls or or Olhers arc entering without pennission or of anyone
else violating rules, report them to the
Towers managcme11t," Jayson said.
''WhY let others infringe upon your
safety?''
Frelow said that other changes have

been made to! insure lhe residents
safety. Eastef Shield, which was
formerly the sqcurity force contracted
outside of the University, has been replaced by eon?:bat security.
''Whenever one of our employees
are violating rJ1es or not working to
pieir potcntial, lhe or she should be
reported to management. We will
1
then take the necessary steps to sec
•
I
ed " F
j.hat the. situatio,n is correct .. rclo
ow said.
I
''In the case of Eastern Shield, they
1
weren 't doing an adequate job, SQ
how Combat brity has the ac·
f ount."
The security and campus police
\\'ill be pa.trollin outside the Towers
1
and inside the uildings. Frelow has
also considered hiring students to
monitor the hal .
''We wish w wouldn't have to do
Iha~ but as long I" people continue to
destroy and/or sieal property )t will
be n~,'' fre1ow said.
Another pred.uuon that will be
carried over frqm homecoming is

Fugitive arrested after robbing. two
students on the yard at gunpoint
~

·

~ 1campus police after sighting him and
reported which direction he had fled in.

By Rochelle Tillery
Hiiitop Stan Reporter

Campus crimes haven't been confined to the residence halls. Last Sunday
night, a 27-ycar-old male was arrested
near the undergraduate library. after
robbing two Howard University students
at gun point on the main ye.rd.
According to Lawrence Dawson, director of Howard University Police, the
assailan~ Donald T. Murphy, robbed the
students of leather jackets and wallets at
approximately 7 p.m. and then rode on a
bicycle to Drew Hall.
He was reportedly talking to some
students, when one of the victims came
upon the scene.
The student identified Murphy before he Ocd on the bicycle south on 4th
Street.
One of Drew Hall residents called

see_TOWER, page 10

\ j)a\\'SOn said Murphy was apprcnended at 8:15 p.m. by campus police
r
d heh . d the Uncle grad tc Li
1oun
in
r
ua
b
rary.
According to Dawson, Murphy
threw his .38 caliber pistol in the
bushes. Jie was also 'found with 20
crack rocks.
Soon afier campus police turned the
assailant over to Metropolitan police.J......
Murphy, who has been charged wilh
other drug related crimes, did not appear in his scheduled court hearing
earlier in the week.
According to Sgt. Harold Lacy, of
Howard campus police, Halloween
night on lhe campus was relativley
quite, with only a few students getting
a little too rowdy.
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Secu ·1ty, students combine
•
effort to combat cnme
Metro police and the student body,"

By Regina Mack

said Ras Barak.a, vice president of
HUSA ''I have no doubt the meeting

HlOtop Stall Reporter

Hoping to establish a good rapport

between Howard University, the community, and campus securi1y, Chief of
Security Services,
wrence S.
Dawson, ·has scheduled a series of meetings to begin on Novembdr 15.
qawson hopes this mcJtirig will foster a ''nurturing dialogue" here student
'
concerns
and district res nses can be
heard.
Jn addition to the upco ing meetings
on /'lovember 15 and De«;mber 13, the
secUrity division hM startc!d to answer
student concerns about safety on campus. Dawson expressed His optimism
about closing the commupication gap
between the student body and the third
district Metro police officers.
"This meeting is the first lstep towards
some deeply rooted problems between

Lf
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Youngsters enrolled In the HU Laboratory Pre-school receive close attention.

I

I

Pre-school ·provides1. advantage
Toddlers receive head start on educatio1 al develop111e11t

,I

... Cydney K. Jones
H~ttop

••
1

Staff Reporter

Ihe

Ho,vard University Laboratory
Pre-school is providing p'arents witll a
da},I care program focused on enriching
the [Ji\ es of our future gencratio1s.
1

All of the teachers al the lab0ra1ory
pre-school have a college degree and

stuQcnts usually volunteer their services

in exchange for experience and class·
room crcdilS. This has lead to an innovat/t e program that provides the chil-

dren \Vith al complete curriculum.
.A. t)'pical day at the pre-school be-

gins \Vith music and story! \ling, here
1he children sing songs a11d ]car history. Recess fol\o\vs and then the chi!drcn come inside for t~cir tc chcr
planned activity. During ~is tim , the
children are taught their ABC's, !ors,
numbers and arc also taug 1 hO\V t say
words ·in foreign languag .
Shatayc Curhmings, a frcs n1an
nursing student, \VOrks \Vit11 the y ungsters four days a \Yeck. 'fThe stu~cn t/
teacher ratio here is Cr n'lparatjvcJy
smaller than at 1he local pre-sc Is.
Since we have teachers and volu1 ccrs
to work \Vith the kids. I think ore
· learning is able to takC- pl bcc."

The progran1 's associate director,
Dr. Edell McQueen, has found that the
children at the laboratory school tend to
have better con1mand of standard English conlpared to those at the commu·
nity preschools. ''I think the children
arc provic\cd \\•ith a better curriculum
here at tl1c u11iversity since (some) of
the teachers arc also college professors
(in the scho61 of Human Ecology).
The students also contribute extenSi\ C\y tO the preschool by VO(Unteering. \\'c ha,·e students from the psychology dcpann1ent.. human ecology,

Howard University has ~aged a ''war
on crime." In lieu of the thefts that have
been occurring on college campuses this

ard University Crime Prevention Unit.
said the main purpose of the month was
to reduce crime, help citizens avoid
becoming victims, and to build safer
and more caring con1munities.
''[Nation wide ) violent crime
jumped 10 percent in the first half of

semester, particularly those in the Howard donnitories, the Univtrsity Crime
Prevention Unit hayc named October as
National Crime Prevention month.
Lt. O:iyal Jayson, head of the How-

1990," according to FBI reports in the
Sunday edition of USA Today.
Reports show that 85 percent of the
propeny crimes on college campuses
~ due to opportunity theft. This crime

By Yolalne lhelzer
HiOtop Sta« Repater
I

see PRESCHOOL, page 10

eas that will ~Uuminated arc the yard,
valley, CB Powell area and the top of the
Undergraduate Library.
Q.irrently, the security division is in
'
the process of recruiting
a permanent security staff for all the dormitories. The
AJ. the Towers, Sergeant Jay Mer- expenses for this project arc being paid
cado initiated a resident crime watch by the security division, but Dawson
program where residents patrol the hopes ''the Housing deparbnent will
buildings themselves.
Residents are eventually pi~k. up the rest of the bill."
One of the ongoing programs that
trained to spot strangers, report fights,
open doors, damages or hazardous provides safety while students commute
from campus buildings is the escort scrvmaterials in the halls.
'
This program developed as a result _ ice. The security division is considering
of the high crime rate at the Towers. Ac- hiring a late night staff because of the
cording to security statistics, 25 percent inability to run the program on a volunof the 44 incidents that occurred during tary basis. According to Baraka, this
the month of August took place in the service will be available on an active
basis in approximately two weeks.
Towers.

to crime prevention

Awareness

1

will be productive."
As of October 11, two officers from
the district have aided campus police in
patrolling the campus. Their principle
route includes the Howard Plaza Towers' parking area, the Harriet Tubman
Quadrangle and the main campus area.

Another safety measure being taken
by the security division is' to improve the
lighting throughout the campus. The
university has entered a $50,CXXt lighting
installation/repair contract. The key ar-

occurs when one assumes that their property will be safe without taking actions to

properly =re it.
"Opportunity theft is the most frequently occurring crime on Howard
University's campus.'' said Jayson. He
said areas where there is a greater risk for
opportunity theft include restrooms, fi.
brarics, cafeterias and offices.
A focus on crime prevention on
see MONTH, page 1O
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Halloween proves fu
for young at heart

.I.....................
Paula M. White

~

Hilltop Staff Reporter
The scene was very similar to
that of an ordinary Howard University Halloween party-black and
orange crepe paper hung from the
ceiling; figures of spiders and ghosts
floated on strings and pumpkins
\vere stacked in the corner.
Hmvever, instead of small children scattered in costumes, students
partied with the residents of
Claridge Towers. The ten-story,
low-income liousing development
which houses more than 300 senior
citizens, disabled and handicapped
individuals. is located at 1221 M St.
NW, a11d has been home to its residents . since 1967.
The air was filled with laughter

towers. ''It 's so nice. 10 have )'O ng
people come in with us."
Jackson, along with pproxin1a ly
30 other senior citizens. ~pent Tue ay
evening celebrating the orange nd
black pumpkin day \Vitti a group of
Howard sludcnts, n1ainly from Sut n
Plaza dormitor)'. The ~tudcnt s s~n t
two hours mingling \Vith the rcsidc1ts.
serving punch and teacl1ing those \V o
were willing 10 learn hO\\' to do t e
''Electric Sli·dc ."
!
''I had a great time. J' l,vas surpri d
1
thal lhey were so cncrgc ic,'· said '
Shana Forney, a junior litical scicn
major. ''I was just amaze at the stori s
they had to tell."
''One resident wanted t practice t c
electric slide, so I \YrOtc i1 own for he •"
she added. ''The next tin1c ve come av r
here , she's going to do it ith us.''
Though the part y was originally
schedu led to last on l~· an !lour. bcgi~
ning at 5 p.n1., residents and ~1 udc 11 ts
were having so mucl1 fu11 1!1at no one
noticed the tin1e l1r1til the rccrca1io
director made an a11r1ou11Ccn1c11t cau ing the party to brc;1k ull ·at approxi-

and high spirits as the group enjoyed
rcfrcsh,plents and listened to the latest tapes on the boom box.
Of course, only a few people had
actually come in costume for the
event so the)' received special anention: however, that didn·t stop the mately 7:30 p.m.
~
I
others from having a good time.
Elsie Ta)•lor, the rccre tion direct r
,; I'd t1%e to get out there and dance, . of th~ tO\\'C rs fur tl1c the p. st t\VO }'C<tr ,
but the doctor told me I'd better take described tlic studc11is' pafticip111ion !
it e~sy today,'' said Lilly Mae
Jackson, a six-}'ear resident of. the see PARTY, page 1o

•
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Residents from Slowe Hall dormitory

join students from Gage Ecklngton Elementary to inspire fun for all ages.

"

Ghosts, goblins become role models
The vartY was organized by the residents of Slowe Hall and the Donn Council. Wardell Huff, a Resident Assistant
in Slowe, was the ooordinator of the
party . He said the purpose was to ''bring
the community together."
Huff said it gives him great sat~faction
''knowing that they are not on the streets
trick-or-treating, and gives th;m a safe
[place to spend their] time under close
supeivision." This was a prirhary con-

By Shandra L McDonald
Hilltop Staff Reportef

Grc111li11s. Goblins. Bugs Bunny,
Spider ~t an, Hon1Cy the Gown, Snow
\Vhile, and n1any other cliaracters were
on hand :11 tl1c 5th annual Halloween
Party ror 1!1c G:ige Eckingto11 Elementary Scl1ool slul!t:111s, '''i1ich was held in
SIO\\'e Hall.

cern of many of the parents.
Linda Davis brought her two little
girls and their cousin to the party because it was ''too dangerous'' outside,
and it gave them ''something to do.••

"It's a good idea," said Elijah Noel,
a security guard in Slowe Hall. ''There
are drugs in the neighborhood and
fighting out there. It's too dangerous
for the kids.''
The Halloween party also gives the

children the opportunity to intcract~ wi
college students. According to Huff, th
interaction benefits the children in tha
''they sec men acting as positive rol
models which they need."
The volunteers provided music
games, and refreshments
for the dillI
.

dren. Each child seemed to have be
friended one volunteer or more by th
see HALLOWEEN, page 10
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Nation o Islam spokesman praises
Farrakhan, urges· self-awareness

'

'

By Christopher Conti
Hll!op

,

•
PHOTO BY M..OHM RAilR

Dr. Abdul Alim Muhammad reveals facts about Minister Louis Farrakhan and his religion.

Sta« Reporter

In an evening of theological parables

and philosophical analogies, the Minister Doctor Abdul Alim Mutlammad,
National Spokesman for the Nation of
Islam, addressed a sparse crowd at an
Arn1our 1. Blackbum forum MOnday.
The newly-established orgahlzation,
composed primarily;y of Muslim stu'
dents, was designed for the ''uplifted
and
re~ducation of the Black man as he
makes strides toward manhood," according to program coordinators.
The: audience was treated to a discussion which addressed the question,
''Who is Minister Louis Farrakhan?''

The forum was coordinated to dispel
rumors regarding a man that many
consider one of the n1os1 influential and
controversial black leaders in recent
time and hiS organization, the Nation of
Islam.
''If anyone has any objcctio11s to the
Nation of Islam or its leader, now is the
time to speak up," f\·1u11an1111ad said.
Those in attendance, however,
were not only provided with an extensive biographical l~k at Minister Farrakhan. the)' \Vere also in1111crsed in an
extensive discus.sio11 of the black condition filled with po'vcr and eloquence.
The address \\'as part sennon, part
cla"S lecture, part biography and part
direct criticisn1 about the way in whjch
black people today are contributing

blindly to their own destruction.
t;;
The presentation touched a variCty of
topics and ideas and relattd all of them to
the Minister Louis Farrakhan and his movement .
Muhanunad, who is both a surgeon .
and minister, addressed sUch issues as self-awareness, self-determination, and
the collective responsibility of all l;>lack
people in ensuring the freedom of black
people.
In his biography of Minister ~arra
khan, Muhammad stressed the irnpor·
tance of understanding the environlnent ·
from which he came as the
dif·
ference between learning about him as
opposed to learning of him.

J

primaIJI

see ISLAM, page 10
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Student drivers get the 'boot'
Parking on campus may .be hJzardous to your wallet

.

VECTOR MARKET·
ING CORP. ESSAY
CONTEST
The Vector Marketing Corporation will sponsor its Fowth Annual
Essay Contest with Scholarship
monies totaling $3.250 for winning
entriys.
The contest is open to OOth full-

time and part-time undergraduate
..~~ents enrolled in accredited colIC}es and universities throughout
the United States. However, Vector
employees and their relatives are
eligible.

noc.

How Can Corporate America
Help?!' · The winning essay will
receive SJ,CXX) in scholmhip m<r
nies. Also available are two second
priz.es of $500 each and five runnerup awards of $250 eac:h.
In addition, each conte51; participant \\'ill be offered the opf>rtl!nity

to inttrview for a position as a sum~Jes

'

By Traci Carter
•

What's the latest in car fashion.s this
fall? Well, judging from around Howard University's campus and the surrounding community, it is the bright
orange boot accompanied by one or
more bright pink parking tickelS.
With the limited amount of parking
spaCes available, both on and off-campus, students arc paying the price in the
form of traffic citations ranging anywhere from $15 for meter violations to
$20 for parking in privale and residen·
tial areas. Some students have even
been faced with P,O tickets for parking
in loading and
hour z.ones.

1be Open House will provide an
opportunity for faculty, staff, stu·
denlS and other interested individuals to learn about the work of the
in.stitute and to establish networking
opportunities.
For more information, call (202)
806-8770.

Students are asked to write a onepage ....ay, not to exceed 250 wonls,
on the topic: ''Rising Tuition C.osts:

mer

House on Nov. 8 from 3 to 7 pm.
The institut~ purpose is to provide an advancCment of knowledge
contnbuting to the resolution of both
human and SQCial problems confronting urban communities and
African-American people in urban
environments.

representative at the Vec-

tor Marketing Corporation nearest
their ' hometown or college campus.
All entries must include a return
address and phone number along
with the student's class year and
major field of study. All submis~
sions become property of the Vector
Marketing C.Orpo~ion.
For further information, contact
LaUren Melone, Public Relations
Consultant at (215) 365-3141, or
Tom Quinty, Sales Support Director
al (215) 544-3020. , ';

'
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INSTITUTE HOSTS
OPEN HOUSE
The Jnstitu1e for ~Urban Affairs
and Rbearch will host an Open

I

LIGHTHOUSE FOR
THE BLIND NEEDS
VOLUNTEERS

nt

\Vhen confronting the parking di·
lenuna on campus, many students tum
first to the Howard University Parking
office, supervised by Lt. Betty Gladden.
''The complaint we get most often is
that there arcn 't enough parking spaces
avalible," said Gladden. ''However.
there is a parking lottery at the begin·
ning of the fall semester to fairly allot
the spaces that we do have."

The Columbia Lighthouse for
the Blind needs volunteers to serve

as readers, drivers and shopping
assistants for blind and visually
impaired ~idenis of the Washington, D.C. Metropolitan Area. The
need stems from a large and evergrowing waiting list for individuals
to serve in these capacities.
Volunteers are also needed for
Mondays, Thursdays and Fridays
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. to assist with
the Older Adult Program. Volunteers are always in demand to assist
with office work and mailings at the
Lighthouse during the weekdays.
The next volunteer orientation
and training meeting will be held on
Saturday, Nov.IS. from 10 a.m. to
12 p.m. at the Columbia Lighthouse
for the Blind located at 1421 •·p·•
Street. N.W. For further information, contad Monica Shumann or
Victoria Hamilton at (202) 4622900.

Howard University officers only
have the a~thority . to ticket cars located
on ,Howard University property. All
other streets in and around the Howard
University area are under the jurisdiction of the District of Columbia's Department of Traffic.
According to officials at the Bureau
of Traffic Adjudication. a large number
of Howard students come in weekly. L
Soloman, Chief Hearing Commissioner. said he has heard a vast and
broad number of excuses during his
. time in the department
''Students try to give excuses that
parking citations are unfair because
they would've been late to dass or they
didn't ha\~ ~~~~~e or the meter ran out

Students who don1 pay attention to the location or time they parked may return to booted
wheels or parklhg tickets attached to their wlndshlelds.
.
before they could get to i~" he said
''Although those aren't valid, an
eloquent student may be able to win the
sympathy of the hearing commission.
But repeat offenders make it difficult."
The classic example of a repeat offender woul~ be Paul, a Howard student
(who asked that bis last name not be
used) who, after after running up an
execs.. of $900 in parking tickets, had
his car booted and towed away.
. " "When I got my first ticket, I thought
it was no problem. But when you get
four tickelS within a week and suddenly
you' re looking at $100, that 's a lot of
money," he said
Paul acquired 20 tickets within a two
month span which _totaled $925. He
added that his life as a pedestrian has
been less than ecstatic.
''Walking sucks! \Vhen you become
dependent on something and suddenly
it's taken away, it stinks," he said.

Despite the exc.essive number ·or
boots appearing around campus, Soloman said the traffic bureau does not
have a vendetta against Howard students.
''Boots are the result of an excessive
amount of outstanding tickets. We're
not out on a witch hunt," Soloman said.
The actual expense oomes when the
student has to pay the $50 hoot fee along
with the outstanding tickets and penalties they incur, aocording to Soloman. If
the car gets towed, an additional $75 fee
is added along with a $10 daily storage
fee while the car is in the impound lot.
Some students who go to the bwcau
to l\]'pcaJ parking tickets also have a
tryirig time.
''Once I attempted to
appeal a ticket I received while parked
in Sutton Plaza. I went to the bureau
where, ironically, there wasn't ample
parking space there either," said Angela
Colon, senior managemen_t major.

She described standing in a series of
lines that are supposed to determine the
nature of the citation and give the ticket
recipient an oppourtunity to ftle a plea
of admission, admission with explanation, or denial.
·
· There is a waiting period of approximately one and a half to two hours
before eight to 10 people at a time are
adnlitt.ed into a hearing room with a
judge. The judge hears the case and
allows presentation of any evidence.
The case is then either dismissed and no
fine is oollected or the violation is cited
and a fine must be paid within fi~e days.
Gladden added that when students
~ive tickets. ''don't ignore them.".
She also suggested that the parking i.,_
shonage could be alleviated by petitioning the city for a neighborhood parking
ban. This would allow students to park
in certain allotted areas and those outside of the ban would be towed.
I
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MEHARRY IEDICAL COLLEGE
GRADUATE STUDIES IN
BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
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At ~.eharry foledical College, graduate programs are available in Biochemistry
and Molecular Biology leading to the Ph.D. degree. Opportunities
exist for research in
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molecular biology-molecular genetics

•

membrane biophysics

•

signalling, extracellular matrix and growth
factor research

•

enzymology and structure-function relationships in macromolecules

•

·cellular and metabolic regulation

•

cell biology of 7"-11-cell and cell-substratum interactions

•

molecular virology
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Elevating Meridian

•

year's damages are yet to be fixed.
Aside from the inconvenience and hazards created
went ''slight'' renovations. Many
of the rooms were
,
by the untimely renovations, residents are encountering
. painted and a few of the hallways were re.-carpeted. It
is unfortunate, however, that most of the improve- other inconveniences and dangers. Students are still
ments were aesthetic, and many of the serious probforced to live in over-heated rooms with radiators that
len1s which nearly forced the closing of the donnitory
are stuck on ''high'' and to wade through water in
last year, are still in existence.
hallways from overflowing showers and bathtubs. The
most prevalent danger is the elevator. Of the six existThere w~s talk last year, as there seems to be every
year, about closing Meridian for the upcon1ing semes- jng elevators in the donn, only one of them works. With
so many people depending on one elevator ( 750 people
ter for n1ajor renovations. This proved to be nothing
are living in Meridian), and considering the elevator's
iTiore than talk, as the dormitory once again opened to
age (it is similar to the first automatic models made over
returning students possessing many of th1;_ same poten50 years ago), it is obvious that frequent maintenance is
tially dangerous problems as previous years. \
To restore the decadent and decaying dom1itory to required, ·
Another elevator, which was working at the beginits previous monun1ental state, the university \Viii have
ning of the semester and is no longer operating, has been
to shell-out millions to undertake the needed· renovaunder renovation since it broke down months ago.
tions.
Moreover, residents say, nothing resembling a repairThe slight improven1ents made at the beginning of
man has been sp::>tted around it. Even the maintenance
tl1is )'ear. merely curing minimal ailments, are not
workers say the only time the elevators are serviced arc
enough. Moreover. the haphazard manner in w~ich
when the break down. The university has to make an"
tllC)' \Vere undertaken has comp::>unded the danger.1 It
effort to repair the other elevators to alleviate the strain
is asto11isl1ing after so much student protest and unrest
on the lone functioning elevator. If something is not
abou1 1!1e housing dilen1ma that, the university would
done soon and the elevator is,_ allowed to furtl1er deterioconti11ue to neglect this responsibility.
\VJ1y \vould the univ'ersity 'Wait until students
rate, someone may die on the elevator before the end of
returned to Meridian to begin fi.xing the damages from
the year.__,,_
previotis years? The repair job would have been more.
As hard as it may aµpear, considering Howard's
efficier1t a11d less inconve11ient if it began at the beginpresent financial crunch, the university" will haye to
ni11g of tl1e.st1n1111er wl1ile Meridian was empty. Havreach deep into its pockets to find the $10 million
ing -stt1dents roam the halJ,vays while work is being
necessary for much needed repairs, The opportunity
dor.e is dangerous. It creates a hazardous si tuation
provided by the semester break to make repairs should
l1ic.·h could resull in a serious injury and ensure a
be utilized. If it is not, the inevitable deterioration ·and
costl)' la,vsuil. Also, damage to the "Hill" from this
decay of the aging donnitory will force the university to
)'Car's residents are , accun1ulating, while some of last close its doors 10 students forever.

THl.S ELEVATOR'S.
'REALLY l'\OVtrlG- P
•
GUESS TUEY

FIN~LY FIXED rrf

At the beginning of this year, Meridian Hill under-
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Letters to the Editor
!

Undergraduate Trustee denies charges
have called upon me for help al various
times and I have been there; attacks like
this will not stop me from being open
and receptive.
After representing the university in
various parts of the country, I returned
to find I was being attacked by a fellow
member of the Howard family, We
spoke about this matter, and with lhe
exception of the accuser, everyone involved verified my innocence.
With overwhelmingly clear evidence resulting from a university investigation, I was astoni&hed to see what.
was printed. Let me rei1erate, for those
who may still be interested in what
happened, the facts:
(I) Dean Vincent Johns wrote a letter
to your advisor, dated October 24,
which clearly states, ''It is my conclusion that Mr. Reed had no knowledge of
this (fraudulent usc of Kerry D. Stewart
name) and the other person involved
has given a wrilten statement indicating
Mr. Reed was unaware of, and had not
participated in, the fraudulent usc of the
accuser's name."
(2) 1ltis story \Vas to have run in the
October 19 issue of the Hilltop, but you
were advised against it by your advisor
in Student Activities.
(3) After filing a complaint with the
proper university officials and finding

Dear Edilor,
As the editor of the most influential

Hanging Mayor Barry
,

-

j

,

Mayor ~1arion s . ~rry \Vas sentenced by Judge
TI1on1as PenfieJd Jackson to six months in jail for a
n1isden1eanor. Even though the mayor is an adn1itted
drug addiCt and has confessed to using drugs while
serving as n1ayor, his se11tencing was unduly harsh
' ~ aAd, f\1rthern1ore, characteristic of the racist nature of
A111erica's systen1 of justice..
Judge Jackson justified the sentence by asserting
tl1a1 Barry had violated the public trust, and encouraged the drug culture at large. It was surprising that
Jackson based his reasoning for the tough sentence on
factors that extended far beyond the crime of which
· the mayor \Vas convicted. Barry received a severe
sentence because of the pain and suffering his actions
bought upon the city. He was not sentenced on the
severity of his actual crime-Orug possession.
11tis is, ho\vever, in no way unlawful.
According to the U.S. Supren1e Court. federal
judges may co11sid~r a wide range of reliable information and services in tailoring a sentence. They are not
limited to the evidence that led to a conviction.
Though this practice is considered lawful. ii is uncommon and unjust. Most of the evidence and allegations
Jackson used in setting a sentence had previously
been co11tested and defeated. He used his own (>ersonaJ opinions uncontested while interpreting moot
evidence. In other words, by not limiting his views to
the evidence that the jury used in deliberations,
Jackson made hin1self not only judge, but jury and
executioner as well.
It is astonisl1ing that the ma)'Or is even serving a
day i11 prison. Mosl misdemeanants receive a ·slight
slap on tl1e \vrist. \vl1ile lite mayor is receiving a rope

around the neck. His crime is being punished with a
heavy hand, while the pirating of millions of dollars
from the pockets of American citizens by Neil Bush, the
president's son, goes unreprimanded.
Ollie North,
while disobeying numerous laws and engineering the
mas.sive sale of instruments of de'ath Puring his involve.
ment in the scandalous Iran-Contra dealings, received a
mere slap on the wrist for his treachery.
After their \betrayal of public trust, the white legal
community and the community abroad· believed that the
embarrassment and financial penalties inflicted upon
them were punishment enough.
The city may have suffered pain and grief, and the
drug culture at large may have been further enhanced by
this incident. However, most of these ill effects came
from the sensationalism of the issues surrounding the
trial by the media, Judge Jackson should know. He too
was a victim of the media's sting, as he '!,ltempted to
illegally, bar certain black leaders from sitting in on trial
proceedings this summer.
Other local public officials, all of whom arc white,
have been convicted of more severe"drug crimes and
•
have received lighter penalties. James M. Herl, fonner
Prince George's County Councilmember,'who was also
convicted of cocaine pos.session, received three years
probation, a petty sentence, for his crimes. This makes
the justness of Barry's sentence even mo~ questionable. Why are black officials treated harsher by our
justice system than their white counterparts? As the Department of "Justice" kicks into full-gear and begins to
trap and convict otl1er black public officials, the answer
to this question will be obvious.

source of infonnation on campus, ''The

Hilltop," you have a profound responsibility to be both fair and accurate.
Unfortunately, in the case of the so
called ''phone scam," I do not believe
yQu carried out your responsibility in
either case. This would not be such a
great tragedy if I were the only victim of
your negligence, but sacfty I am not.
Every student who needs representation
before the Howard University Bbard of
Trustees is also a victim.
Through your story, you have negatively impacted my ability to serve the
thousands of students I work for every·
day. This is something I cannot allow.
I have worked diligently to build a bond
of communication and trust between the
faculty, the administration and most
importantly, the students of this university. I will not allow this to deter me
from the agenda I am committed to
pursuipg on behalf of the students ,
When the students wanted a more
accessible trustee, I created the trustee
forum. Students are ' •conc.emed about
their safety and I have been one of the
primary advocates of placing security
officers in the donnitorilies. Students

•

•

The conCepts ''race'' and ''sex'' have been' used
throughou~ tl1e history of An1erica by wealtlt white
males to n1aiiltain and justify the socioeqonomic
don1ination and subjugation of minorities. President
Bush's veto of 1l1e 1990 Civil Rights Acl signals that
he approves.
}
It is elimated less than one percent of the nation actually knows wl1at is expressly written in the legislation. Many An1ericans, blacks ·-·included, have ren1ained sympa thetic to the president's opposition to
the Civil Rights Act. It is disheartening we do not
know the issues.
Just as Bush played on the fears of latent racists
with the Willie Horton fiasco, lie has done so again
with tl1e Civil Rights Act of 1990 by clain1ing it \viii
spur employment quotas. \Vl1itc males believe the
myth of reverse discrin1ination, and as a result file
lawsuits al a staggering rate. The ensuing Supreme
Court decisions l1ave es1ablisl1ed a friglttening precedent that is 1!1reateoing 20 years of advance1nent.
However, in reality tl1e act \vas tailored by legislators
and civil rigl1ts leaders to avoid tl1e creation of a quota1
sys1en1. It was composed to overturn tl1e precedent set
by the conservative Supreme Court and ensure pro·
tection from discrimination In the work-place.
' is evident. I:.ess than
The need 'for such legisla,ion
· a month ago, several compaAies which prcxluced lead

j

support of our nation'·s chief executive. At a time when
our nation is in dire need of strong and positive leader·
sl1ip to breech tl1e ever-widening ''black·w.hite'' cavern
\vhich divides our nation, the president proved he is not
the man for the job,
,
Failing to realize that the ooncepts, ''race'' and ''sex'',
were originally created by the power-hungry. elite,
ignorant white ,Americans have adhered to them and
have carried the doctrine of racial superiority far beyond
the call of duty It is saddening to sec our n'ation's Jeadef
adopt the same doctrine.

M. Kasiin Reed,
Undergraduate Trustee
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JEFFREY SC01T,

As fonner Ku Klux Klan leader David Duke sat in the
galleys of the Senate while the efforts to override the
veto failed, thousands of police, including federal
troops, massed to make sure the Klan would be able to
march in D.C. Bush's veto of the 1990 Civil Righf Act
sends a foreboding message to the nation. Racism and
white supremacy are on the rise in America with the full

Sincerely youri;,

f

,

batteries attempted to stop hiring women. lbey argued
tl1at the lead is detrimental to the reproductive system of
females, and the presence of women employees in·
creases the ' risk of lawsuits. However, male reproductive
systems ~an also be damaged by the exposure to lead in
the factories. The companies did not consider the health
risk to men in establishing hiring practices and restric.
'
t1ons.

that I was innocent, the aCcuser insisted
on making me the focal · point of the
controversy.
(4) At no time did I state that I would
pay anyone twice the amount owed for
a phone bill which I was not responsible
for.
All of this is to say these facts paint a ·
much clearer and more accurate picture
than your. story indicated. Some have
suggested there may be te~ion between
the paper and elected student leaders; I
sincerely hope this is not the case. I ha~ worke~ very closely with the Hilltop in
the past and you are an integral part of
the communication process on campus.
It is my hope that we can go from
here and work together to address the
more critical issues that confront the
university and the ones that, perhaps,
are more deserving of the front page in
the nation's largest blaCk collegiate
newspaper.
1 would like to take this opportunity
to thank the Howard University family.
for being so supportive during this scrutinizing period
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We welcome your
letters and comments
The Hilltop wek:omes your views
on any public issue. We routinely

condense letters for space. We also
correct enors of style, spelling and
punctuation.
We publish only original factual
mate:ial lddrcsscd to us. We do not
publish poetry or open letters.

Facul1y and administrators are
encouraged 10 write and share 1heir ideas and
innovations.
•

,

Send lo: Ldlen lo the EdllOr

The Hilltop
2217 4th SL N.\V.
W.W.tnatoa, D.C. 20059

Letters as well as commentaries must be
typed and signed, complete with full ljidrcss
and telephone number.
The opinions expessed on the Edilorial
Page of The Hilltop do not necessa•ily reflect the opiniom of Howard University, its
administration. The Hilltop Board or It-=
student body.
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Can't kill a movement /

!

.Racial ·slurs must be condemned

I

'

international market expect Japan's from the Middle East--e fact that Japan,
non-economic.
Someone once said, ''it's easy to quit moved offshore in the manufacturing
In France, for example, incidents of leadeis, whose nation must trade inter· one of the most oil-<iependent industrial smoking. I've done it a thousand sedor, traditionally the area of the
anti-Semitic remarks involving public nationally because of its scant natural nations in the world should not fail to times." Similarly, it must be easy to greatest union strength.
But
the
officials have been met by immediate resources at home, to provide some recognize . They are also stationed in bury the labor movement because so trade union movement has fought back.
condemnation in clear and unequivocal leadership in the movement to create Japan itself to protect the home islabds many people have done it so often. No During the 198Ck, it gained hundreds of
tenns by virtually the entire French such a market and international climate. from invasion or threat of war. Alto-- other 20th Century American institu· thousands of members in growth areas
establishment. Japanese leadership has Episodes like this one, including the gether, African·American soldiers rep- lion has been the ''beneficiary" of so such as health care, public service,
respon.se to date, appear to undennU,e resent more than 20 percent of the total many funeral orations and post teaching. and communications-all of
not beeri so nearly decisive.
Slandering a community that indi- the efforts of others in Japan to foster U.S. Anned Forces strength of 2 million mortems.
which have large numbers of black
troops.
rectly, but significantly, helps power such a movement
Yet despite all of the burials, the workers. Several international unions
Reoently our company, which does
To improve the situation, leaders in labor movement continues to be a are oonduding major organizing camthe Japanese ccoriomy suggests that the
Japanese still do nofknow on which side business in 25 countries, conducted the Japan must make it clear in public that powerful force in our society, and indi· paigns among badly exploited workers
Reginald F. Lewis
of the Pacific their bread is buttered sale of one of our companies located in racist comments of this sort are unac- cations are· that it will become more in the rural South, most of whom are
businessmen from a JUxurious district The U.S. remaiM Japan's number one Hong Kong. A major Japanese com· ceptablc and hurt people in both coun- powerful in coming years. In 1989, women and blacks.
•
of Tokyo, due to growing numbers of market for ~ and services. The 30 pany was interested aJong with compa- tries unneoessarily; strong condemna·
At the bargaining table and on the
prostitutes in the area, to the flight of million African-Americans who make nies from he U.K., the Netherlands, lion in Japan by the business, university
picket line, unions have been .at the
Norman
Hill
whites fonn American cities because of up more than 12pcrcentofthetotal U.S. France, and the U.S. 1 recall one of mY and high government officials is called
cutting edge of the issues that are moSt
the increased presence of African- population earned a collective income advisors asking whether we should 9Clld for, following the spirit of the French
important to today's workf\rs and their
Americans.
Nor is this the first last year of $260 billion. They and the Japanese a message by not selling example.
labor unions won 49.8 percent of all families. They have negotiated innova·
It is ironic that these state· representation elections, the highest tive child care provisions with AT&T,
time a high Japanese official has pub- many, many more Americans who iden- them this prize in Hong Kong because
licly uttered a slur against African· tify with an America of true equality and of the earlier slur on African-Americans mcnts have ~n made by Japanese win ratio in a decade. Oj)inion polls Harvard University, and other employ·
Americans. Prior to this, former Prime justice spent more than $90 billion on by the Japanese Prime Minister. I re· males who m old enough to remember over the pMt few years show that public ers. In C.ongfess; organized labor is
Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone suggested Japanese exports in 1989. The vast sponded immediately that such an ac· earlier racial slurs made during the attitudes toward trade unions arc be-- fighting hard for national legislation to
that ''blacks, Puerto Ricans and Mexi· majority of these consumers abhor ra- tion would promote nationalism at the World War ll era against the Japanese coming more ~itive . The reaffiliation guarantee affordable, quality medical
cans'' were responsible for the lowering cial slurs against any group of Ameri· expense of the creation of a true intema· people. These gentlemen should be the with the AFL..CIO of the International care for all Americans-legislation that
tional business based on mutual respect. last to seek the humiliation of citiz.ens of Brotherhood of teamsters, the United is of special importance tot he black
of intellectuaJ standards in the U.S. cans.
That was the right decision then and other nations through their words.
Mineworkers of America, the United community, since almost one out of five
Another Japanese official said black .
Surely Japanese leaders do not exMy first visit to Japan in 1969 and Automobile Workers of America, and 1 blacks have no health insurance.
Americam do not pay their debts.
pcct incidents like these, which afftrm would be the right decision today.
"
While the ignorance reflected in disrespect for American values, lo However, if a patt.cm continues to - si:Wsequent trips in the 70S and 80s have other unions have strengthened the soli·
So people who talk about the death of
these statements is disturbing, the real lessen American rcsenunent of past and emerge on this issue from the Japanese been marked by unfailing CCMUtesy and darity of the labor movement.
disappointment is the mild rebuke of potential Japanese investments in this leadership, others perhaps would be les.< respect fimu the Japanese people. It
The mere fact that the movement the trade unions should put their euloresponsible Japanese leaders to this country in such landmarks as inclined to adopt or attitude. And the would be indeed unfortunate if thought· survived the 1980s relatively intact is _ gies back in the desk drawer. Unions
most recent incident. The response to Rockefeller Center, C.Olumbia Pictures, American public would understandably less remarks by a few Japanese official testimony to its durability. President will disappear on the day when workers
date suggests a true misreading of the Pebble Beach, and countless others. All feel les.< goodwill toward the Japanese seived to undennine favorable world Reagan's attitude tow~ trade unions decide they want Jess pay, less job secuopinion toward Japan and its citizens. · was one of undisguised hostility. Tak· rity, and fewer benefits. In other words,
unity of virtually all Americans on of this is most unfortunate because the people, which would be unfortunate.
African·Americans at this moment · Mr. Reginald F. Lewis is Chainnan ing its cue from a friendly White House, organized labor is going to be alive and
matters of this nature. and demonstrates Japanese have vested in discouraging
are making a major contribution to the and CEO of nc Beatrice /11tenwtio1w/ management demanded givebacks and fighting for a long. long time.
the inability of Japan to come to the this sort of behavior.
often used union busting tactics. Mean·
Nonnan Hill is Preside111 of tire A.
forefront of world leadership on affairs
Those of us who believe in a true U.S. and allied effort to keep oil flowing Holdb1gs, Inc., Paris France
while, millions of jobs disappeared or Piii/lip Ra1idolph J1istilute
'-"
I

ibe most recent slur by a member of
the Japanese establishment again.<! 30
million American citizens tries the pa·
tiencc of the African·American com·
munity and the vs.st majority of all
Americans including those of Japanese
heritage. Japan's new Justice Minister,
Seikrouku Kajiyama, focused world
1 attention on his blatant racism \Vhen he
compared the flight of shopiM:rs and

1
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I
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An Afrocentric perspective:
•
•
, Black science vs. white science
•

•

'

In the 26 October issue of The Hill·
top, Dr. Franklyn Jenifer defined Afrocentrici1y. Dr. Jenifer accurately stated,
··personal and professional success
never should be the sole end product of
education.'' Dr. Jenifer also stated that

"
James R. Granger Ill
Afrocentricity includes caring for each
other and treating each other with respecl.
As a result of Eurocentric education
in public schools black businessmen
will buy soda water before investing in
low income housing projects ,for the
poor. ls this a policy of caring or putting
personal success as a priority?
U we are educated with a Eurocentric
JX.lint of view for 18 years and 8 years
with an Afrocentric point of view, the
net gain is Eurocentric thought. C.Onscquently, we must engagC in a:ti'.ng tenn
and short tenn solution. The long lerm
solution is establishing an Afrocentric
school system from the day care level to
the graduate level. The short tenn solu·
tion is to individually educate ourselves
with knowledge of black history and
philosophy.
Dr. Jenifer stated that scholarship is
essential to Afrocentricity. I strongly
agree with that statement. Recently The
Hilltop published an article about stu·
dcnlS being offended with material pre·
scnted in class. If these students and the
faculty that supported the studenlS'

'

•

outburst, knew the meaning of scholar·
ship they would have challenged the
merit of the material rather than resort to
emotional outburst.
I must disagree with Dr. J9nifer's
statement, ''there is not such .thing as
'black physics' or 'black electrical
engineering' or 'black microbiology'.
.
'
.
Black technology was used co-bwld the
Pyramids. White technology has not
been able to duplicate the structure or
ascertain tttefmethods used in its con·
struction. There must have been_black
architecture.
White science presents numerous
contradictions that aren't present in
black science. White science speaks of
a force called gravity which is defined
·by the inverse square law. However,
there arc numerous ' examples of the
inverse square law being violated. 1be
fact tha~ the largest planets in our solar
system are not the closest to the sun is
inCOnsistent with the inverse square
law. If the Earth's gravitational force is
stronger than the moon's and the oceans
are on the Earth's surface, how can the
moon's gravitational forces be rcspon·
sible for the movement of the tides !Nith·
out violating the inverse square law?
Fwthcnnore, we all know thal gravity can be defied using magnets aryt that
''like forces repel and opposites attract.''
However, we are presented with a white
model of matter that consists of atoms,
merging when they are both sunounded
by the same (••Jikc'') type of charge.
The Black model of ''ou1erspace''

views the star Sirius as a Cathode and
our sun as an anode. The area known as
''outerspapc'' is viewed as an electro.
magncticjocean rather that a void as in
while science. Flectromagnetic forces ·
are resp;.lftsible for attractions between
the planets and tt.eir orbits.
Irr the early 1950s. Or .. Immanuel
Velikovsky presented theories based on
electromagnetic attractions between the
planets. Dr. Velikovsky's books with·
out reading them. In 1990, Uracus
Publishing published a book entitled A
Black Man's Bible which explains the
scientific basis for black philosophy.
The Library of Congrcs.<; initially re·
fused to catalog this book. When it was
finally catalogued it was classified as
..controversial literature."
It is interesting to note that Dr.
Velikovsky's books and books by
Uraeus Publishing are not available on
Howard UD!versity's campus. As I
stated in a previous article, ''He who has
the gold makes the rules.'' Howard is
owned by the U.S. government. How·
ard is not a black--owned corporation!
In conclusion it can be stated that (1)
Afroccntricity entails certain social
ooncepts that arc too oficn absent in the
black community (2) Black science and
information form white · scientist that
correlates with black science is with·
held from us (3) We must "veer off into
a radicil new direction in our embrace
of Afrocentricity.''
Janies Gra11ger Ill is .q: senior in ti1e
College of Allied Healdwnd Science
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America and its .u,nending quest for evil
Why has the U.S. government de·
cided to deploy the might of ils armed
forces in the Middle f.ast, risking the
strength of the ·country and putting an
additional strain on the United States'
budget?
_
As the Gulf Crisis worsens.. this
question gains impetus despite objec·

I

Francois de Vargas

'\lives stated as "obvious'' from the outset
\by President Bush: the preservation of
Middle East security on which depend
American way of life and freedom.
Analysts have demonstrated that the
obvious reasons for U.S. military de·
ploY.J11ent in the Middle East were con·
cealing a highly comp_lex situation
which could not be boiled down to U.S.
humanitarian cone.ems, nor to a mere
vested interest in Middle East's· oil re·
serves.
The internal logic of Bush's succes·
sive set of justifications provides an·
other illuminating clue to U.S. military
1
1
presence in the Middle East.
I
Following a pattern reminiscent of

I

I'
L

those used in Vietnam, Grenada, or
Panama. Bush has presented the U.S. as
a dispenser of justice in a country whose
people have been deprived of their basic
human rights. Tud emotional terms
used to describe the invading nation and
ilS ruler have struck a highly responsive
chord in American hearts and elicited
collective support for their govern·
mcnts., henceforth justified to take the
measures.no matter how drastic they
are-to defeat the enemy.
ThQugh the pattern may still appeal
today to a large numbef of people still
lured by a reassuring Manichean view
of reality. it is very unlikely to have the
same effect on minds sensitive to the
complexity of the present )Vorld situ·
ation and to the part playod by the U.S.
in reshaping it, and this (or several rea·
sons.
The last 25 years have dealt a heavy
blow to the image o( the U.S. as a
''righteous'' country fightin& for justice
and freedom. Former Assistant De·
fcnse Secretary Lawrence Korb ex·
. pressed this disillusionment in August
when he said : ''If Kuwait grew carrots,
we wouldn't give a damn.'' In other

wor~

U.S. interests in the Middle f.ast
are not humanitarian;!. However, the
U.S. government tries once more to cast
the ''good/evil'' b:1:it to the world.
This bait is all t,he more difficult to
swallow because we know today under
which arbitrary conditions the frontiers
of Middle f.ast countries were; the Brit·
ish cutting into the Ottoman Empire
according to their strategic needs, and
disregarding its cultural and ethnic re·
alities. Seen from that perspective,
Iraq's invasion of Kuwait is nOI more
''evil'' than England dismembering the
' expelling Indi·
Arab world, or the U.S.
ans from their own territories.
Moreover, the late 1980s have
marked the end of the perennial cleav·
age between East and West, and the
emergence or a unified Germany,
whose increasing economical and po.
litical in1porumce forebodes will have
in the mid·90s. This general redistribu·
tion of world power may well have
incited the U.S. government to military
invention in the Middle East likely to
make them recover their role of the
undisputed superpower.
However, the Vietnam trauma ls still

'

.

alive, and Bush's rhetoric does not suc·
ceed in carrying Americans that far.
Their main concerns are how high
American casualties will be if war
breaks out, who will pay the astronomi·
cal costs of the U. S. mililary deploy·
ment in the Middle east. These internal
pressures may ullimately bring the U.S.
to lay more emphasis on its domestic
froblcms ralher than on the external
issues.
The haste with which the U. S. gov·
ernment has pitched into the inferno of
the Middle East hints at the U.S.' reluctance to initiate the above·mcntioned
switch of emphasis, so difficult to oper·
ate for a notion which has been tradi·
tlonally oriented towards playing a
central part on the world stage.
Finally, President Bush himself reiterate on Sept. 11. What he had said Aug.
28th: ''Let no one abroad doubt our
nationaJ unity or our staying power,"
giving substance to the view that the
U.S. military deployment may consti·
tute an attempt to demonstrate to the
world, growing more and mou doubtful
of U. S. crcclibility, that the American
dream is still alive.

•
•

However, such words ring tragically ·
hollow for any objective of daily
American realities. Since Presidenl
Bush cannot be unaware of the racial
and social tensions pulling America
apart, his statement can be inteflX'Cled in
no other way that an attcm}X to revilalize a disin1egrating national unity and
impress this illusion on the rest of the
world.
With regards to the Middle East
conflict, U. S. government's use of
binary conception of things to make
sense of the situation may prove to be a
more expedient means to subdue Iraq in
the short run, but will 1YO:te devastating
in the long run.
Instead of depicting Saddam
Hussein as a thoroughly evil individual,
U.S. governmenl should attempt lOi deal
with the problem raised by Iraq's ~at
from its historical perspective.
A chan-gc in American foreign policy
and diplomacy may signal that U.S.
government is now ready to tackle the
real threats to American unity and sta·
bility·social disin1cgration and racial
polarization. These problems have
never been truly addressed becauSe the

American psyche is still caught in the ""
trap of a binary concc}Xion ~ .things. If
they are to be solved, these problems
require a new frame of mind, enabling
America·at·large to understand differing points of view.
Unfortunately, there is no evidence
of such quality in the Middle Ei<;t CCII·
flict, neither from the U.S. side, nor
from Iraq's. The situation by now ml)'
have already reached a dead-end, when
any constructive dialogue ~ no longer
possible.
However, the U.S. government will
have to instigate the above~ntioned
change lf it does not want to face la
similar situation of no-return in ilS OWft
country.
Rather than waging wars against
external ''evils'', which alleviate the
pangs of an uneasy conscience about its
own past, U.S. government should
gather its resource.$ to tackle those
which are the by-JIOducts of Americ.,
history and mentality. Here lies
America's true challenge. Here depends her future.
Fra1icois de Vargoas is a Graduatt
Studetu Sllldying Phi/csoplry
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Trying to stretch dollars when you're
computer shopping doesn't mean you're willing
,to make sacrifices. i
·
· That's why you Should consider
the new, affordable Macintosh'"
Classic'" computer.
It has everything you n~d
induding a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2 megabytes of RAM, and
a 40-megabyte hard disk Just plug everything in and the Macintosh
Classic is ready to run, because the system software is already
installed~ And, thanks to the Macintosh computer's legendary ease
of use, you'll be up and running in no time.
Like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of avail-.
able applications that all work in the same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well on your way to
learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate that doesn't have
trouble sharing. The Apple'" SuperDrive~standard equipment
I

•
•
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•

S57
·
18 523 6679
•
s 995 ios2
3. os
1010
l.09 .
2 .03
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For n101·e inf01·111ation visit tl1e
Unive1·sicy Bool\sto1·e 01· contac't
My1ttle C1·abbe at 806-6656 ..

·Macintosh Classic compu1er1 purchased belore JllnullfY 1991 inc:lo ' system sottware on fklt:lpy disk$ . software is not installed.
'-1930 Apple Computer, l nc. Appia. lhti Apple logo, and Maantosh . .,1•g11tered trlldllmartls ol ~ C~IM. Inc. SuperDflve and "The
power to be your best" are lrademartls of Apple ComPtJ*, Inc. C1 111 is a rllgisi.r.cl trademark lansed to Apple CompulM. Inc. MSJ•OOS
is a registered 1rademark ol MIO'osoft Corpotabon. OSl2 iS a r9gi5tered ll'ademarll ol lntemalional Bul!OHS Machines COJpo<alion.

'
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The power to be your best~

•
•

\

•

with every Macin -reads from and writes to
Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks,
which means you can share information with
~..,.__ - ~
someone who uses a different
._.
type of computer.
See the Macintosh Classic for
yourself. It'll change your mind about
cheap roommates.
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Automatic Teller Machines make ·Metro convement
Anned Forces, and Master Card can tions and fare card purchases.
withdraw cash and obtain balances, but
''It's a win-win situation. It's a con:
they cannot purchase farecards. And, venience to our riders and it is useful to
depending on the type of card used and the bank too," said Peter Benjamin, a
the card holder's bank policy, a fee may planning director for Metro Transit.
be charged.
''We feel tflat it is a success so far and
''We wanted to offer this service to hope it will continue," he Poe.
our customers and make ourselves
If future reports are favorable, in
kno\vn around the D.C. metro area," April 1991, Sovran Bank and Metro
said Nancy Poe, vice president of Transit ,will begin negotiations to install
Sovran Bank.
additional ATM& at other stations. lf a
According to Sovran officials, they oontrad is sigp~. 25 stations will" resupplied Sl million for the project. ceive ATMs.
Sovran also designed, installed, and
Sovran will be the only bank to pla~
maintains all of the- machines. Metro machines in'the stations for the first ·five
has not financially invested.
· years. Thereafter, other banks can parOemente Nedd, a transit planner for ticipate, but Sovran will be given first
Metro Transit, said· that project propos- choice, said Poe.
als were sent to various banks and that
Consumers feel that the machines
Sovran was the only bank willing to take are convenient, '' ...If you have to catch
a risk.
the Metro and you're short of cash, just
A September Sovran Bank report · pop your card in and fyou can] get
'
shows the Foggy Bottom and Vienna money to ride,'' said Ayesha Mi;ij ied, a
statiOns as having the most cash transac- sophoolhuman ecology maj6r.

By Yolanda O'Qulnn
•

Metro consumers arc taking advantage of a year long experiment and a
joint effort project that is being conducted by Sovran Bank and Metro Transit. which allows customers to purchase

Metro farecards through Auton1atic
Teller Machines (ATMs) at six looations.
I
According to Sovran bank officials.
installation of ATMs at Farragut \Vest,
Foggy Bottom, Silver Spring, New
Carrollton, Pentagon, and Vienna, \\'Cre
based on ridership.
Sine May, customers have enjoyed
the comfort of using ATMs, which are

used like regular ATMs. The only
major difference is that the machine

prompts customers to purchase Metro

---

-

.

farecards.

Cardholders of Visa, Plus, Relay,

Custom~s

patiently wait to purchase farecards thrdugh ATMs.
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Mayor Barry Handed
Stiff Fine, Prison Tenn
On Drug Charges

•

l

correct wh'!t he felt the jury ~id not do."
Judge Jackson alSQ stated that he
based his decision bn his belief that
" - Stall Reporter
Barry was guilty of more than a single
'
D.C. Ma)'or Marion Barry was sen- ( count for \Vhich the jury convicted hin1.
''Of great significance to me in sentenced last Friday to six months in
' prison on drug pos.scssion cl1arges and tencing this defendant-is the high public
handed a SS,OCX> fine by U.S. District office he has at all relevant time occuCourt Judge Thomas Penfield Jacksrin. pied," Jackson said.
Judge Jackson, a conservalive ReWhile handing down his sentence
f Judge Jack.son s.'lid, ''Barry has given publican. was appointed to the federal
' aid , comfort. and encouragement to tl1c court by former President Ronald Re.drug culture at large, and contributed to agan in 1982.
According to Walters, Judge
the ~guish that illegal drugs have inJackson's decision was a ''racist one."
flicted on this city."
Barry was convicted of a single He believes that Jackson made this
misdemeanor of possessing cocaine in particular sentence because Barry was a
1989, \vith friend Doris Crenshaw. He high political official and he wanted to
was also acquitted of a second drug make an example of him.
''There is no evidence to prove what
possession charge. The jury rould not
reach a decision. concerning an addi- impact a high offK:ial· has on the comn1unity. that is a specious relationship,"
tional 12 charges again.st Barry.
·
Ronald W. Walters, chainnan of the he said.
Walters also alluded to Judge
depa'rtment of Political Science at
Howard University niaintains that Jackson 's sentence of only con1munity
Judge Jackson's sentence of Barry was service for Michael Deaver, a convidcd
''absolutely unfair." and that he ''vio- felon in the Iran-Contra scandal.
''These crimes were against the eslated the spirit of the citizens of \Vashsence of the democratic system of the
ington'' 'by sending Barry to jail.
''ln an earlier poll, 64 percent of the United States and threatened national
people in the district said that they do security and the criminals where high
public officials to the President of the
not feel that Barry should go to . jail.~ '
Walters. who has recently appeared U.S. an~ they received no jail time, ''
Walters said, ''There is undoubtedly an
'I\ as a political expert about the Barry case
on Black Entertainment Television's unequal distribution of justice ih th~s
''Our Voi~" and on FOX-TV's Olan- city."
R. Kenneth Mundy, Mayor Bany"s
nel 5, asserts that there is ''no legal basis
attorney, has made plans to appeal both
for Barry's sentence."
According to \Vallers. the federal the sentence and conviction.
Walters says that if members of the
sentencing guidelines do not recommend jail time for a first count misdc- community protest, they must do so
' have their
with a ''sound footing ~
meanor.
"Jackson made himself the judge and facts together."
Incidentally, Walters is not in supjury in this case," Walters said.
''He told the jury that they did not do port of Barry's decision to run for the
their job, and took ft upon himself to . D.C. Council At-Large Seat.

By Deslr'ee Robinson
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Corclially invites you to a presentation on

"

Tl1e Public Finance Analyst Program
'(lie Debt & Equity Intern Progr~m

March may cost $1 'million
Klan

•

\lfk

•

•

by~tanders

continued from page 1
tell by the faces of most blacks."
But most of the counter-Oemonstrators were Unsympathetic
''Once ther're in that blue. they think
they're not b13'Gf.." said Sharrell Ginns.
~ 32-yea~-old, resident of Silver Spring
Md.
At approximately 12:30 p.m., prOtestors along the route~ their first
at the 27 KKK 'ttlenlbers. who wore
purple, green and blue robes.
Although demonstrators could not
see the faces of the members. seei1lg tl1e
colored robes was enough to incite the
crowd to do every and anything possible
to get acros.s police lines.
Once the KKK was adually seen.
tears rolled down the faces of son1e
demonstrators; while others screamed
and yelled. Many others released their
frustration bf. throwing whatever tl1ey
could to break through police barricades . ''Police orricers chased protestors for blocks and many i11noce11l

•

.

were unjustifiably harassed," said Robin Johnson, a 17·yearold Virginia resident.
''I recently returned to town, I had no
knowledge of the march. I was walking
and I saw one police officer chase a
young n1an into the alley. l saw the
officer beat the young man,'' said Darla
Jackson • a 25-year-old District resi·
dent. ''.When I approached the officer, I
was pushed and attacked." she added.
Eight police officers were injured,
which i11cludes one whose neck was
fractured 1by a brick. The windshield of
police vehicles wer~ smashed as well
the wi11dows of many downtown businesses.
Son1e 2,CXXl Disrict Police Oficers,
800 U.S. Capitol Police, and 325 !"ark
Police were on duty to protect the 27
KKK n1embers., whose march attraded
more than 1,200 ~ counter-demonstrators. All 4,750 police officers were put
on call as early as Thursday.
It has been estimated that the n1arch
will end up oosting District taxpayers
nearly $1 million.
-·
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House votes ·to restrict ."lJ•.S. aid to
'

•

-By Damu Smith
,

Special to Iha Hlltop

The U.S./Central Intelligence
Agency war against the government
and people of Angola became the subject of a heated and often acrimonious
discussion during a rare, open public
congres.sional debate on U.S. policy
toward Angola, ·0ct 17.
Refl~cting increased fr~stration
an10ng a growing number of lawmakers
about the wisdom of continued U.S.
support roe the Angolan rebel group,
UNITA, overall Bush · administration
poli,cy toward Angola, ~e House of

Angola~

Representatives approved. by . a slim
margin 8 measure which would restrict
and condition any futu~ U.S. covert
military assistance to UNITA.

d1nate a war of destab1l1zat1on with
UNITA a~ainst Angol~. While the
South AfncaM have withdrawn frpm
Angola under the terms of a U.S. brok-

The Dellums Amendment would
have tem1inated covert military assistance to UNITA, required open public
acknowledgement of any assistance to

Since 1985, the U.S. has reportedly
provided more than $100 million annu-

ered peace plan, reports have surface! in
the region citing. continued arms ship-

UNITA, and required that any open

ally to the Soulh African·backed .
UNIT A rebels headed by Jorias
Savimbi. In September, Democrats and
Republicans on the House JnteUigcncc:
Committee reportedly approved $60
million in additiona.l aid to UNITA for
fiscal year 1991.
The CJA1 has ferried arms to
Savimbi's f0rces using ne'fi'hboring
Zaire, and over the years has worked
together with South AfrK:a to help coor·

ments by Pretoria to UNITA through
Zaire.
Angered by continued covert U.S.
support for UNITA, which has been the
target of persistent charges of human
rights violations by respected interna·
tional human rights organizations. lawmakers forced this open debate on U.S.
aid to UNITA. Two amendments t9 the
House Appro~arions Bill were offered
by representatives Dcllums and Solarz.

•

support be requested by the president
and approved by Congress. The amend·
ment was nearly identicaJ to a measure
sponsored· by Rep. Lee Hamilton and
defeated by the House in September
1986. Similarly, the Dellums Amendment was defeated this time by a vote of
175-246.

The second and more complicated
amendment was sponsored by Rep.
Solarz. which .was narrowly approved
by the House, would require the prcsi-

·I
.
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A nlemorial of.. Zephenia Mot·

. bopeng, former President of the Pan
Africanist Congress o_f Azania
(South Africa) will be held Sarurday, Novr. IO, 1990, at 2 p.m. This
will take place at St. Augustine
Catholic Church at 1419 V Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C.
Zephania Mothopeng served,
sacrificed and suffered for the hberation of -his beloved country up
until the n1on1ent of his death Oct.
23, 1990.

In the history of liberation in
South Africa, Zephania Mothopeng
epitomizes the resilience of the
struggle and the determination of
Africans to be liberated. Uncle
Zeph, as he was commonly known
tltrooghoot the length and breadth
. of South.Africa, will go dO'\.\'R in the
same pages of history as great Afri.
' nationalists like Bambate,
.
can
Lembcde, Sobukwe, Sibeko, Potlako, Pokhela, Makhoti and Mo-

Oitics of U.S. Angolan policy said
the ~in reason so many members of
the rHouse did not accept the stronger
Dellums Amendment is that C.ongrcss·
men are not being pressured by their
constituents back home who are largely
unaware of U.S. n;iilitary involvement
in Angola.
According to these observers, the
major challenge for U.S. anli-apanheid
groups and opponents of UNITA aid is
to educa1ed, mobilize and organize a
vOcal, nationwide constituency for
Angola's internal people and reconcili·
alion efforts. Only then, they say, will
there be a significant change in current
U.S. policy.

'
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Howard student womes
•
fo~ fanlny Ill Persian Gulf
,~

In memory o Uncle Zeph
Special to Iha Hlltop

dent and Congress to cenify among
other things that the government of
Angola agree to a cease and a political
settlemcdt that includes a "reasonable''
timetable for &cc and fair elections in
which UNITA would be aJlowed to
participate.
If Angola meets these and other
conditions, aid to UNITA could be SUS·
pended for up to three month.5. But
UNITA aid could be resumed if it was
detennined that the government re·
negcd on the conditions, laWlChed a
major military offensive against
UNITA or a military strike which
threatene.d the organization's existence.
The amendment passe-0 by one vote.

•

•

By Stephen Sipho Mncube

rebels ·

managed Wld directed the PAC as a
semola to mention a few.
These individuals are a svmbol of all dynamic force in the total emancioation
our compatriots who lie buried in count· of the oppres<ed people of Anzania. He
the position of
less tombstones a~ South Africa: ushered PAC to maintain
•
They gave up their lives rather than live its founders, Robert t1angaliso
in bondage and perpetual servitude to Sobukwc, Nyati Pokela, Potlako Le·
the ruling hegemony with its herrenvolk hallo, Makoti and Masemola to m~.
laws of apartheid, reminiscent of Nazi tion a few.
He served his people even when it
Germany.
Zephania Mothopcng devoted all his was clear that the corrosive forces of
life of learning, teaching and knowl- nature and death had become the main
edge of management to serving the tenant of his fabric. In his own words, he
country he loved more than his own well said: ''It is only my body that is weak
being. He learned from the history of his and not my spirit I am as determined to
people and their struggle for liberation fight for the hberation of my pe<jple
and taught the young and the old how to today as' I was the day I joined the
reclaim their sense of identity and gave liberatiOn struggle as a yourig man.''
Uncle l.eph's legacy ii) the hberation
them direction by his own deedS.
.
Upon his sudden release from pri.son struggle will always exist. Especially
Monday, Nov. 28, 1988, he immedi· when we recall his contribution to the
atcly made a...ctarion call that Nelson launching of a program of action of the
•
Mandela and the late Jeff Kgaladi ANC youth league in 1949 that brought
Masemola be released from the killing self-dete~ation to the oppressed; his
grounds of Robben Island. He n1cn· opposition to Bantu education in 1954;
tioned the two as symbols of aJI other his launching of the Pan Africanist
prisoners, who are still detained today. Congress in 1954 as a nationalist moveThe Pan Africanist Congress empha· ment agajnst the white settlers; and his
sizes the regaining of the ladd as the contribution to the positive action cam·
main thrust of the struggle. Uncle Zcph 'paign against the pass laws that resultOC
/

_______________

, By Mk:helle Bandoo

•

l)ncle Zeph
in the Sharpeville massacre.

Equally important was his prediction and organization of the
Soweto uprL.sing in 1976 and his
championing ·the PAC to require
the dismantling of the five pillars of
apartheid which encompasses the
land question, the ending of bantus·
tans .
Up to the time of his death,
Uncle Zeph maintained, ··~ soon
as people have accepted that (we
want to build and non-racial and not
a multi·racial society), we are
moving forward. Multi-racialism
Il\CaJl.$ that you look at people as
white and black. .''
•

•

On Friday, Aug. 3, Amir Fasai (nor
his real name) received a call from his
cousin in Qatar. It was 12:00 a.m. in the
morning. Fasco, a first year fmance
student at Howard was in his Virginia
apartment walching television. "Iraq
took over Kuwait," he recalls his co•·o;;in
saying.
''I though he was joking,'' Fasco
laugm. ''But when my cousin dkl not
respond by laughing, I became extremely worried.'' Fasco said his fust
thought wiit--of his · country, Qatar,
which is only 300 miles from Kuwait ''I
figured Iraq woold be taking over my
country next''
Fasro said after hanging up the telephone he still could not believe what his
cousfu told him seconds before. ''It was
after I saw the news on T.V. that I was
finally oonvinoed," he said with his
Arabic accent.
Aa:crding to Barry Bern, director of
international student services, there are
approximately 20 students at Howard
from the Persian Gulf. Many of these

students say they are extremely afraid of
the possibility of war.
''If ther: is a war, I will go back to
fight Iraq," Fasco sternly ackno'lf'.l·
edges.
He said he feels ashamed about the
entire crisis. ''It is a shame that as Muslims we are unable to live together
peacefully:"
Fasco said that his country is working with Kuwait. At least 6,CXXl Ku·
waitis have sought refuge in Qatar.
He said he feels the U.S. has too
much control in the region and accuses
the U.S. of only wanting oil from
Kuwait.
With relatives in Kuwait as well ~
Qatar, Fa.sea worries for his family. "I
have relatives in the Kuwait army right
now," he says.
He says that he telephones his family
daily and confesses that his monthly
telephone bill averages $600.00. He
said, ''I feel more content knowing that ·
my family is safe.''
Fasco hopes that the two c.ountries
will be able to work out their problems
peacefully, because until they do, he
will not be content for he is afraid for his
family and his country.

•

•
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And after our
Part y Cru1~e ,

Over rhe last 7S years, C lorox has put together
some 1)recty successful produce formulas . So we
underscand that a success formula in people is a
special blend , coo: a mix of cultufal back·
grounds, experiences and ideas that will ensure
our leadership into the next century .

yo u can w1n.Aurf.
parasa1l . o r div.Raise a racq ut"t

Or J01n a
f
ICC

''
BERMUDA COLLEGE WEEKS
•

March 3 • 31

-------- ....--

C:-1 1"""' , 111 ,..1 ...... Pod"!I<' off""" th""'lh

Clorox...we' re more than just a
salad dressing company.
In ldct, i ·11e Clorox Company markecs produces
in a wide varit•ty of cacegori~ including C/()t'f)X
.lit1ui'I bleacl1, Hiddm Valley·Ranch salad dress·
in~. Ki11gJ/QYt/ cl1an·oal and more.

TH! JOAT

for

c:rs Twn • hf>rlr r wn • Marton t:mpor• T ""'" • R...Jtn.ri ~ & Tn..-1 • f\..i""nu• ·r 111....J

...n__ .. __ ...n_ ... ____

•,

•.. _,.. __
,____ ,_,... _ __.
... ---~---·--------·-

let us challenge you to develop some terrific
ideas and success formulas of your own . Great
opportunities exist for Juniors and Seniors with
majors in Accot1nring, Finance, and Comp1.1irer
Syscl'.ms & A11;1lysis. To find Oltt rn<lrt!, join us
~It <>tir <lll can1pt1S presenrac1on :

-

Tuesday, November 6 ch

5:00-7 :00 p.m .
Student Lounge
School of Business
Or, if you prefer, you may send your resume co
r

the Senior College Relations Specialist, The
Clorox Company , P.O . Box 24 30S, Oakla11d ,
California 94623. We are an Affirmative Ac·
tion Employer.
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Towers

Football
•

continued· from page 1

to ,the air. The Bi.son got their only
points of the game on a 14-yard pass
fron1 quarterback Donald Carr to wide
receiver George Hun1cs.
The touchdown came at the 2:39
mark of the third quarter and made the
score 17-7, but any hope of a come back
ended with turnovers, as Carr threw five
interceptions on the evening.
Several people for Howard had
outstanding games in losing effort.
Running back Jan1es ''J.J." Carpenter
gained 128 yards on 16 carries, and the
team had 47 rushes for 308 total rushing
yards. The turnovers proved to Qe the
deciding factor in the end.
''This victOJ)' feels great because of
the tough season we have had. The

statement on our helmets and our situation inspired us to an extra effort,''
Goetz said after .t}lc game.

\
contiilued from page 1
blocking the port ion of 9th Street which
runs between the two Towers will be
closed to cars to dccrc,slSC traffic.
siudents h.1ve al!>'051id that the locks
aren't effective. Hd\\'tver, Frelow said
the locks were chosen by the architecture firn1 that designed. the building and
are top notch. If residents arc having
problen1s with any of the property or
safety devices, they must tell managen"lCnt, and it \Viii be corrected. Frelow
said.
..,
''Residents must realize {..at the security of the building is only as good as
the residents n1ake it. It takes cooperation on ev~ryone's part including security, managcn1e11t, Howard adn1inistration, residents. visilors and can1pus
police.
Lt. Arthur Gray. director of investigations; ·said that individuals whose
apartments get vandalized ·or robbed
should iffimcdi:1tcly call campus police.
He said th.at the cases are sometime

Pre-scliool Halloween
continued from p..1gc 2

solved overnight
while others ta~e
•
•
months. Most of the cases open now ~II
have suspects and or strong leads. , i
Metropolitan and Howard police are
hof3ing monthly meetings in Blackburn's Hilltop Lounge to open communications with the two forces. The ftrsl
of meetings is Nov. 15 at 7:00 p.m.
Lawrence S. Dawson, director of
campus police, said that residents must
realize that the Towers is in a metropolitan area, and these crimes are not uncommon (or metropolitan can1pus.
''Our rhte of approximately 15 reported crimes a month at the Towers
can't be oompared with donnitories at
schools such as American and Georgetown Universities, even though they
are in Washington."
·Dawson said that the high rate of
crime can be attributed to the demographics of the area Howard is situated,
'the accessibility to the campus, the
male/female ratio, and the ratio of oncan1pus police to students.
University of Chicago, University of
Houston, and Rutgers University have
settings sim ilar to Howard 's and th'e
crime rates are similar.

fine arts and nutrition.''
•
McQueen. who received her doctor-

ate fron1 Catholic University, has t.1ught
parents and children throughout the
World, including West Africa.
'
,Special experimental or inno,,ative
early childhood programs are often
tried out in laboratory schools, such as
the one here at Howard. before being
advocated ·ror wider use. These progran1s may focus on a particular researcher's theory or a particular group
of children. such as those who have
language delays or those from poor
families. Others may test a particular
part of the curriculum such as science,
music. motor skills. or social activities.
··r..iany graduate students use the
laboratory school to conduct experiments and do research on the children
for their thesis papers." McQueen said.
''These are important because the results of their research strengthens our
knowledge base for teaching about
child devefopment, early childhood
education. discipline, parent education,
etc.''
Cassandra Fuller. a junior consumer
studies major and student worker at the
preschool. said the socio-economic
background of the children enrolled at
the school is a factor in their learning

end of the night, and from that n10n1cnt
on the follo\vcd them around or pl41ycd l
\Vith them.
Sophon1ore Marcus Garret, who resides \\'ithin Slo\1.'e, had candy waiting
for each of the Children as they went
trick-or-treating throughout the donn .
Garret said he felt •• honored'' to be
interacting with · the children. ''They
n~e~ to see that. p~ple at Ho\vard are
\Vill111g to contnbute to people in the
.
"
community.
Most of the children enjoyed the
trick-or-treating. Dawn Moore, who
was a witch for the night, said, ''I like the
pumpkin." Must of the children agreed

..

intense.,. stle said.
McQueen said she is very happy with
the current program but would like to
have an infant center. ··we get calls
every day from mothers who are looking for a day c::ire center for their infants.
\\'ith mothers going back to work so
soon after havi11g their babies. they are
usual\}' despe ·ate for day care. We even
get calls from eXpectanl mothers because they realize how hard it is to find
child care.'' McQueen said.
She added that she would also like to
see the budget increased. Currently the
parenlS pay $270.00 per monlb.Jl(jiich
''Most of the children here con1c is co11siderably less than most of the
from two-fami ly households where local centers. The pre-school 's calenusually at least one parent is readily dar is identical to the university's schedaccessible. Because of this. I feel that ule and is closed during the summer
the children seem to grasp things easier months.
The child development laboratory
and faster. Their learning is at a differschool has been at Ho\vard for approxient lcvcl.'1 Fuller said. '
'' I also think that we have an advan- mate!}' 30 }'ears. Located on the first
tage over some of the local day care floor of the Human Ecology building.
centers because we are located in a the preschool currently has 26 younguniversity. We have computers and sters enrolled in the program. The
many other teaching utensils that are not youngest age is between two and nine
available in the community ·centers. n1onths and exte1.tds up to four years of
"
The learning environment here is more age.

-

"'

)

continued from page 1
Sciences, and the College of Medicine.
April Silver, HUSA president and
general assembly chairman, said the
administration forewarned her excessive absenre in the general assembly is
always a problem.
''We hoped that this year people
would not make empty campaign promises and nm for offices for resume purposes; however, ii is obvious that many
of our student representatives are not
taking hold of their responsibility," Silver said.
According to Silver, all student representatives receive two letters notifying them about general assembly meetings. She added that. despite HUSA's

Month
continued from page 2

with Chontel Robinson who was a
bunny for Hallo\veen, and her brother,
Dwayne. who \YaS a devil, when they
said they liked ''everythi11g.''
''\Ve try to have the party for several
reasons•· said Edith McRae, Residence
Counselor at Slo\ve Hall. ''Residents
wish to interact positively with the
comn1unity. The children get to enjoy
the festivities without worrying about
the outside crime," McRae said.
In addition to the Ha llowe~ n party,
the 'Donn Cpuncil has collected 1,200 the safety of property and person.
For the protection of one's physical
dollars in rec.eipts from Safeway and
Giant to present to Gage Eckington person, Jayson docs not advise students
School for Apple Computers for the to c:arry weapons, such as knifes and
students.

1

\

'•

•

Presents

•

"THE FUTURE OF THE FUNK"

With House, Hip

-

who submitted propnsals. Silver also
maintains she is ready to take action
against student representatives .who are
not attending general assembly meet.=ings.
''One is.sue that has been raised is
possibly charging the school or even the
individual a substantial amount where it
can make a difference," Silver said.
'The only other opti()n is to tenninate the individual's office.''

guns in an effort in self defense. These
weapons, he said, can be disanncd from
the student and used against him.
He recommend using what an individual would nom1ally carry to school
to protect himself. Pens, keys and pcrfwne sprays can be turned into weapons
when needed.
If attacked, ''Don't scream until you
are in an area where someone is sure to
hear you and then yell flfC," Jayson

Party

added.
Jn order lo prevent theft or destruction of personal property, the officer
advised against leaving doors proppird
open.
~
''We must look at the campus and
donnitories as our home away from
home," Jayson said . ''Don 't allow
friends to enter the dorms without following the proper procedures," he
warned.

Booker T. Washington, UGSA vi~
coordinator said the lack of the quorum
also affects individual· school's reprc·
sentation .
''If there is no representative, the
student's concerns within a particular
school will not be heard." Washington
said.
·
''Th.is will hurt the general body's
decisions because all schools will not be
represented,'' he added.

,

continued from page 2
a ''blessing.'' ''This is the first..,.time
we've had oollege studentsi." Taylor
said. ''It looks like it's going to be a
relationship that's really going to be
substantial.
''The students mingle so well. Usu·
ally they (the residents) come, they eat,
say a little bit and then leave, but tonight
they've stayed," Taylor added. She said
the decoration~ which the students put

up the day before the even~ brightened
everyone's attitude !for the whole day.
Edna Johnson, another resident of
the building, said, ''It was wonderful.
You livened elderly people up and got
them to dance.
"Come back here
soon-<omorrow if you like, I'll get the
leg-rub tonight," she said and laughed.

"
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The faculty and
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atten1pts to notify the representatives,
''The meeting date is outlined in the
constitution and there is no excuse for
student representatives not knowing the
•
•
••
const1tu11on.
Darryl Davidson. UGSA fina11cial
advisor, said clubs and organizations
cannot receive funds readily because of
the lack of a quorum.
. ''The budget oommittce of the general assembly makes the recommendation to the general assembly for financial allocations to various organizations
based on the proposal they submit,"
Davidson said.
"If there is.no quorum, we can't vote,
and the organizations can't get any
money.''
According to Silver, the lack of a
quorum resulted in her petitioning to the
Dean of Student Life cind Activilies to
relell.$C funds for student organizations

Islam

truth and qualified to teach Islam," he
added.
According to the National Spokes~
continued from page 2
man, Minister Farrakhan is not lo be
''Many lepders \vou ld like to have us worshipped like a God but, ''as Moses
believe that they just sprang forth from entrusted the old teachings lo his
•
no ~hing;
fully developed, " said brotl1er Aaron before he left to receive
1!1e new teaching.\ so to were the old
Muha1nmad.
Muhammad said there are t\VO ma- teachings entrusted to Farrakhan by the
jor factors of note in the early develop- Honorable Elijah Mohammed before
ment of Minister Farrakhan; family and his departure."
He \Vished to convey that Minister
education.
The Minister Louis Farrakhan is Farrakhan was simply a messenger of
from a family with a strong knowledge Islam in the absence of Elijah Mohammed, and wanted to attribute the succtss
of self and history.
'' Farrakhan 's uncle had a picture of of tl1e Nation of Islam to the fad that the
Marcus Garve}' on the wall which Far- leader is acting as a result of divine
• ral<han deeply adlK'Md. e arrakhan) guida nce ;""'
••
''Like those who attempt to duplicate
was deepl} upset. even as a child when
he was· told that Gaiyey \Yas already a Stratavarius violin, they mat have the
dead because he wanted badly to meet design and the skills but their instru·
ment will never sound like a Stratavar·
him," according to Muhan1mad.
Muhammad al~ted Minister ius. Such is the case with Farra.khan,''
Farrakhan ·s traini11g in music, science, Muhammed said.
Muhammad urged all black people
and mat!1en1atics to his developn1ent
to strive for self knowledge slating that,
into a rel igious leader.
···. .
''Through kno,vledge in science. ''a person with no knowledge of self is
mathematics and especially music the lower than the lowest dog because he
comes a kno\vledge of truth . History can be made to do, say, and think any~
and truth are like a symphony rather th"ing.'' .
than one-dimensional,'' Muhammad
''Before you seek ·lo understand a
said.
man as special as the Minister 1...-0Uis
''The Minister Farrakhan's training Farrakhan, you must first seek to underin these areas makes him able to see stand yourself," he added.

PAPA FUNK PRODUCTIONS

Hop, H·o use, Rap,
House, Reggae,
and more House
Mysic.

UGSA

Howard's campus will not only exist
during the month of October. The unit's
strategy against crime presents a yearround focus on education, physical security. vulnerability, crime analysis and
various other crime concentration areas.
There were six seminars on CrilJle
Prevention during October. A special
crime prevention unit will conduct further seminars upon student and/or facull)' request. A booklet , "Crime Prevention and Safety Tips," has also been
published with various hints and tips for

•

continued from page 2
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''The competition
is so tough •••
to move ahead
you need an MBA.'"

I.

call 726-2082 or
301-922-9512 for
reservations.
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Date: Saturday,
.
Nov.10th .1990
Time: 10:00 PM - 5:00AM
Dqmage: $4.00
Locati.on: 1338 R St. N.W.
Washington, D.C.

Si.:c: 1!1c lliffc re 111.·. e <.1 n MBA \\'(lUld 111ake i11 y{1ur liti:.
Co111c to tl1c .fi·<'l' Ucstination MBA se111 i11:1rs fOr Black
;inti Hi ~ p •1 11il· l"<ll lcgc st ude11ts. a11d gr<.1du•1tc s. Chci.:k out
;1tl111i ... si1)11 reljL1irc 111cn ts ;1nd f'i11;111(·i:1I ;1id . Lc;.1r11 <.lbout
c: 1rc cro pptlrtu11iti i.:~ . A11d 1·ind out \\1h;11 it ~1 11 nii.:;.1ns i11 tl1c
rc<.11wclrld frt1111 .-.L1cccsst·u1 MBA s like Ri1a .
9 :.1". n1 . t11 n1~n
r11ll11"·t.-d h)' MIJA Forun1s

Plan a futUre that soars.
Take your science-related degree
into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences
Corps. You'll learn more. you'll gr<M'
faster-you'll work with other dedicated professionals in a quality environment where your contributions
are needed.
In short, you'll gain more of everything that matters most to you. Yoo
and the Air Force. Launch now-call

l,

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS

••
FREE BEER FROM 10:00 - 11 :00 PM

Capital Hiltc1n
16th & K Sts .• N\\"
\\'ashingt11n . DC

r

301-981· 7897
Station"To·Statlon Collect

I .,j 1, ,.,. l / \111 I I><• ·~J,·1 •. " , ,,.. I\ 1lh.1111 I
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If yoJ want to catch a good play with
a black actor playing in a ''classic'' role,
then you may want lo see Av_ery br~~
in direotor Harold Scott's contemporary
interprot3tion of ''Othello."
Known for his co-starring role as the

Hawk in 1V's ''Spencer For Hire," and
later his own spin-off sho\v, ''A Man
' Brooks will plaf the title
Called Hawk,''
role in what is traditio~all}' knf wn as a
trag~dy

a1d racial

of love, jealousy,

tension.
The Shakespeare Theatre At The
Folgcr's prbdudibn of ''OthellO" \Yill
begin its p!eviews Nov. 27 and will
orien Deci 3 to Jan. 27. The play will
co-star Andre Braugher as Iagq,
Franchctlc Stewart Dom as Emilia,
and Jordon Baker as Desdem9na.
Scott explains in Aside (a quarterly
publication of the Srulkespeare ·Theatre
al the Folger) that he is in fact redefining
the play. ''It 's the rragedy of a love

relationship nor being permitted to
exist, rather than jealousy or hate or all
those things that would seem to ·be what
the play has been about for so many
years."
In this version, the characters of Iago
Avery Brooks wlll star as the
and Emilia arc played by black actors.
Scott said, ''AU I've done is add a roles 10 life in •·x: The Life and Times of
sociological rationale thii[ makes what MaJooln1 x·· by Anlhony Davis and in
Shakespeare wro1e more credible for a Phillip . Ha)'CS Dean's Broadway
contemporary audience.''
production of ·· Paul Robeson'' (also
Brooks is an accomplished stage directed by Srot1).
actor and has perfom1ed 011 lhe stage
In a rccc 111 article in Essence
many times before. He has brought his Mag;1zi11c. Brooks said that both
Malooln1 X and Robeson arc his heroes.
•

PCETRY CORNER
Soulless Soulsong
By Richard Seabron
Turn on Your radio
only to take journeys Crom bass
f\inkln' blare
to souUcu springtime blossom

\

-

first albwn, ''Youngest in Charge." His
management company, True Blue, took
care of the taping and Ed was signed on
with Profile Records.
He is 18·years·old, has one ,
The rap poet's albwn titles seem to
successfµl album and just completed his follow his personal growth. The first
second one. Who is this young wonder · albwn focused on his youth and his
of the rap indlLStry? His name is F.dward second albwn, ''legal," is appropriate
Archer, but he is better known as because of his age, 18. ·
'
Special Ed.
He describes the new albwn as ''kind
Anyone who has ever listened to any of live" and is especially excited about
of rapper Special Ed's lyrics, perfonned tile first single, ''The · Miss.ion." The
in that laid.back style of his, has video for the single is something of a
realized that he is not only talented but parody on James Boncl.
is also intelligent.
Some of the other titles off of the
Special Ed believes his gift of speech albwn arc: ''Ya Wish Ya Could," a
is due to a good e·ducation and through remix of '' I'm the Magnificent,"
''payillg attention while I was - in ''Living Like a Star," and "I'm Special
school." Despite rumors that Ed Ed." Ed . also pays tribute to his
dropped out of high school, he Jamaican heritage through a hip-bop
graduated from Erasmus Hall High reggae follow·up piece to ''Heds and
School this past year. ''I tried to learn all Dreds" (from the first album) titled "See
I could, but public schools- I don't II Ya."
think they challenged the kids enough,"
e hopes that "legal" will do even
Ed said.
bette than the first one, because
Ironically, the rapper's start in the althou his debut albwn sol.d 500,000
''business" began in those same public
copies, Ile felt that "it could have sc;ild
schools. ''When I was younger in more."
school, I learned to write poetry and I
Wh<in asked about his ·1ovc life and
liked it!'' Ed exclaimed.
the ru rs about a relationship between
He especially liked poems that
him an female rapper Swecl Tee, F.d
rhymed, such as limericks and haiku
set the
rd straight. 04Sweet Tee and
poetry; he soon began writing them on myself are nothing. It's all a rumor, and
his own. Also, during that time, he was I was set up actually. It's all just hype.
listening to poetry of anolher kind- rap They (her publicists) jUSI wanted to
mu.sic, and his rhymes developed from push her as an anisl." 1be rumors Siem
written poetry into spoken words.
from her appearance in his 04l'm the
When Ed was 15-years·old, he Magnificent" video, which was
approached producer Howie T with the
direct.ed by actor Malcolm Jamal·
idea of 'T' producing a record for Ed. Warner.
"'
''He looped a beat, and I kicked a rhyme
Female fans seem to be instantly
at his house," Ed said. ''II sounded good,
drawn to Ed's outgoing and.down to
so we made three demos: 'I Got it
Made,' 'Think About It, ' and 'Taxing.''
All three cuts were included on Ed's see SPECIAL EQ, page 14

By Erica Thompson

•

By

Special Ed
Full Effect

I

commanding Shakespearean character, Othello.
''I'm a fan of African-American culture
and I believe that part of the obligation
of being an anist is to tell the story as it
was.''
Not only is Brooks and actor, but he
is also a musician and educator. He is
an associate professor of theater at
Rutgers University, where he was the

first black M.F.A. graduate m acting
and directing.
After wondering what the seasoned
aaor would do after Hawk, Brooks
runfirmed that he has found his niche or
rather that ii has found him. ''In order
for me to keep celebrating the culture,
ultimately, theater chose me."

•
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African
clothing
on campus

Aural h:alscegcn.atioo makes me gray

'

'

NGE .PROG

MS IN THE U.$.

•
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Musk mirrors the coo.science ol
culture
Let the mocha-man slng his song
alone unaccompanied by your soul
assualt
Bourgeoisie s no song to sing
no tears to
1 only wdls to
contamln.it
They sip sp gwater while
mbnlckfni:· the Motown-sound aloud
. before ~I offspring audacious
enoueh to blfotlcg k tor rad
to the Quccnmother

-

Sting, J\.1adonna, George l\1ichael

and. your network

•

ot accompllca worldwide
JOU are hereby indicted tor firsC

deg,..

I

-

CUL11JRAL TERROIUSM
tenth power .

ID

the

Sad that th• standing jwy-the true

beln or soul
Those wbol lmltate their impostell

eladly sudumbing lo this hostile
merger '
.
All spoutlng even more amputated
soul
too often pawned olT as 24 karat
R&B by
the cesspool or overdosed on melody
mulattoes
lnJtlatlna even more Lionel Ritchies

Into
Bany ManilOw 111 FRATERNAL
ORDER OF COLORLESS

CARICATURED
EXPRESSIONITES
have sentehced themsel,,es lo a •
Utetlme

of •ndrogynou.s

artnoise

James Brown and the living mu.sical
martyn
Hurry! Our soul k now a sacred
endangered species; we want it
back!
For the cultural terrorists lwvt
made an etenUll pledge
to about and never again allow us' to
groove In peace

•
•

.

'

By Melanie Brodus
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Tl1e ke11te cloth. once worn
exclusively by African Kings, no lo11ger
represe11ts 011 ly royalty but ''now
.symbolizes tl1e cultural awareness and
Q11ity of African -Af,ericans," said
Rasheed Ali, owner of the African
1
clothing store, Alkebu·Lan.
Ali sells Afrocentric clothing and
accessories at his store located in the
Pyramid Building on Georgia Avenue.
He offers a wide. variety of kente clotM
made into not only scarves but also !lead
coverings. bookbags and pants lo name
a few. ··Tue kc11te cloth," Ali said. ''has
bccon1e very popular and is requested
by a lot of customers.••
The kentc cloth originated from the
Ashanti people of Ghana, Africa.
' ryl Plumer's
According to Che
kFRI C'lf' TEXTILES. the ·cloth,
usually woven o~ 'Silk or co1t1 n in
various colors an4 designs, indicated
the clan and social ~tatJs of !he the tribal
king. ~
!
''Traditionally," :wrote Plumer, ''the
·cloth was restricted ' to be worn only by
kings. The cloths were of incredible size
and weight and thrown over the
shoulder like lhe Roman toga."
Kcnle cloths arc of various colors.
with cacti- Color having a symbolic
interpretatioR:
White· purity. virtue.
innocence,
jo)', victory
1
black • vice. deep melancholy
gold • controlled fire. royalty,
·continuous life
yellow • pro.spcrity. glory,
maturity
Green - new. fertility. vitality
red - w:1r,' a11gcr. death
Blue • love. femininity. tenderness
~

PLACES STILL AVAJI...
SEMESTER ON THE EXC
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PICK UP APPUCATIONS IN ROOM 119 BLACKBURf'!
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'I-Ill' l~('Xt V\1 rl\1 l' ill it llll)\'Cltli\1 ( ' illf()flllilli<Jll SVStClllS
is bci11g for111c·d t<JCl <l)' ;11 Kr<1ft Gt'll<'r<il I 0 lJ(J(ls.1)1c·
.l0rgcs1 L'.S.·bi:lSl'(I it1ll'r11<1li\)ll<ll f<J<>Cl l 'lltlli)rltl)' it1
A111cric·<c1. \\'l' <ire· \\ l1<1t " '<>11 <'<lt - <>11r lis1 <>f f<11111>11s
prc>d11c·ts i11cl11dc's t~ircls l c ~ ' l'. IJrl')'t·rs. B11clgl'I
Gc>L1r111c't, Cl1c·cz \·VI 1iz . C~ l<it lSS< ·11 tJic·klc's, (~ lJ<JI \Vl1i1J.
E11te11111e:11111·s. JELL·(). :\l<lx\\1c·ll l lc>11sl', Sc'<Jltc'st ;111cl
TOl11bSI011C (JiZZcl. C:11rrt'1 ]1 l\'.< >l lf V\ 1( >rlclwiclt' Sclll'S
cxccccl S23 billi<J11.
I
'
0

'

\.Yc'rc <JLll tc> c·l1<111gt· till ' \\'cl\' \\'<' cl<i IJ11si11c'ss tc> LIS(' i11f()l'lll(lli<)ll I<> <l ( '()llll)l'liliVl' clff\!(Jlllclgc.
Olli' I11fCll'lllcll i<lll S)'S(('lllS (lr<>lll) is l'l'Sll<l(Jillg (lllCI
rc'c'11gi11<'<'ri11g lilt' \\'<l)' \\'<' \> t><'r<ll<' ; 111cl <"<J111i>t'll'.
Tl1is L'l l\1 i r<>11111c·11t isr !'I f< ir <' \ 'C '!'\'<i11c·. \ Vc"rc' clclt'I''
.
111i11c'cl t<> l1irc' ci11ly 1l1t' l>t'sl -- c·rc·;11i\ '(' 1l1i11kcrs V\111<>
( 'clll ICJ()K ell Ill(' big 1>il'lllrt'. ll(JI jLlSI !Ill' Slllclll SC 'l'('Cll .
•

We l1c-1\ c' <·11rrc'11t 01>1><>r11111ilit·s i11 ci11r st;1tc·-of-tlll'·c-1rt
IBM l'll\'ir<Jlllll('lll f<>r:
•
1

•

ORDER MANAGE:\IENl'
LOGISTICS
DECISION SUPPOllT
CASE TOOLS
DATABASE ADMINISTRATION
SYSTEMS SOFTW AllE.
HUMAN RESOUllCE' INFOllMA TION
SYS.TEMS/P,\ YllOLL '
TELECOMMUNICt\ TIONS

'

•

\.Yc' f\.'W<1rd toi> t<Jlc'11t witl1 top salaries e:111d be11efits. ,
0111 111orc' i111port<111tly. we' offer tl1c opportu11ity to
·
t<1kc' y' <>11r ll<)ll'111i<:1I for s11cccss frc>111 tile "con1puter
rt><>11!'' ll> 1l1c' ··t>l><1rd rc)o111" a11d i11to tl1e general
111;111;1gc·111l'111 <:1rl't1r1. If lc<:1cti11g tl1c bL1si11ess throL1gl1
i11fc>r111<1ti< >11 S)' Slt'111s for a FcJrt1111c 50 leader sou11ds
lik' ) '<>Llr ki11cl c>f cl1e:1llc'11gc. \Vc'rc yoL1r opportunity.
T<> l(·<1r11 111~Jrc <1bo111 tl1csc' oppcJrtL1nitics, we invite
ycJLl tci c·cJtlll' by <111d visit witl1 i11for111ation syste111s
1Jr<>fl'Ssici11<1ls <:lt OL1r "Kraf1 Gc11cral Foods' Informali<>11 sys1c·111s Nigl1t". Senior Vice President and
Cl1ief 111fc>r1nation Officer, Bruce Harreld, will be
our special guest speaker for the evening. An
rc111; 11 <>1 JI ><>rl 1111ity/<:1flir111ativc actio11 e111ployer.

''INFO
TION
SYSTEMS NIGHT''
Wednesday, November 7
spm- 7pm
'
School of Business
Auditorium '

I

•

Call 1-soo,..KGFOODS for more details.
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New York would appreciate it if you
did, but they have become resigned to
the controversy after nearly three decades of attacks.
George Boeck.lin. the association's
president. has taken a pledge of silence
until a panel of scientific experts reviews the study. ''We'd rather not go off
half-cocked,'' he said with a sigh.
A more militant approach WM taken
in 1981 by William Black, board chairman of the Chock Full O' Nuts coffee
company, who placed ads in papers
questioning the validity o( studies linking coffee to cancer of the pancreas.
Among his arguments was that animals
get pancreatic cancer, but "they don't
drink coffee."
In 1980, the Food and Drug Admini~ion said pregnant women should
avoid caffeine on the basis of an FDA
experiment in which pregnant rats were
force-fed through a stomach tube the
equivalent of 87 cups of strong coffee,
and suti..equeotly gave birth lo offspring with missing toes.

ByTom Greenwood
Special to The Hiltop
•

of

U.S. coffee

~nkers

have been won-

dering whether coffee is friend or foe
since 1972. when doctors, researchers,

scientists and gr, no1a-fueted health
advocates began arguing about supposed health risks attached to coffee

drinking.
Research statements about coffee

Guldellnes
("""""""
I>"~"'"!'
BeJQW 200 ............ _ .. Good

By Paul Overburg

Z00..240

i 'Hl tq\

~ l~

are endless ; ''It's unsafe to drink." "No
it's not.'' "It causes birth defects and

_.,. Bordeflnil

,..._....._ ..,...f1igh

Four yea.rf_fl&O this month, the federal
governmertt( unveiled. a massive
p~ ta· reduce heart disease by
urging Americans to get their
cholesterol levels checked.
But recent research shows that a .

I

heart attacks." "Not necessarily, more
research needs lo be done...
"It raises serwn cholesterol in the
•
blood." "No it doesn't. It's the coffee
cream that raises cholesterol." "Oh
yeah. well I think it cures cold so~!"
In the last 30 years, coffee has made
more comebacks than Sugar Ray Le-

'

·
''One of our challenges is to make sure and the way the blood sample is taken.
But that error can be doubled by real
the public knows this isn't a fixed
person's cholesterol level varies so number like their Social ]Security num- swings in• a pcISOn's chol;;terol level. onard.
The coffee brew-haha started . 28
much from month to month and even her," say~ Dr. JamCs Clceman, Researchers have long kriown some
day to day that the recommended single coordinator of the National Cholesterol factors - a recent meal, pregnancy or a years ago, when a Boston research
111'!"P warned of a possible link (there's
lest can be meaningless.
recently abandoned diet - can produce
.
.
F.ducation Program.
I
never anything absolute about these
Two studies pub1JShed this summer
But he said the program's ·guidelines unusual cholesterol readings.
reports. They're always ''Jinks" or
show that within days, people can shift suggest even people with low readings
More recent studies, spurred by the
':.inklings .of a link." Scientifically, this
between three risk levels set up by the get a new test in fi.ve years, so someone creation of the cholesterol program,
National Cb?lc,sterol Education lested during a cyclical 16w ''isn't
show random changes can overshadow is known a.s a ''tinkling') between coffee and an increased risk of heart atProgram, an agency of the National ] lost to follow-up forever.r'
lab errors.
tacks.
Institutes of Health.
....'
Because there ·are no symptoms of
Two of the newest studies were
Since then, the nwnber of contradicDebatq about such testing will high cholesterol levels, the program publishcd in August in 1he Archives of
lnten.sify ne'Xt spring, when an expert calls for every adult American - 180 Internal ~edicine.
·
tory coffee reports have multiplied
fa.$ter than zebra mussels.
panel is expected to set cholesterol risk million people - to submit to a random
One using 20 adults tested weekly for
In 1990 alone, reports have been
level for children. Several health test at least every five ye"fS.
0
grou~ already have called for. inas.s
The stakes are high. Heart attacks :h:n~h ~ t:d~d Jev~~~:.~ ~: issued solemnly stating - among other
screening of children.
and strokes kill 1 million Americans a more than 20 percent within a monlh. l things - that: Elderly oof!iec drinkers
.
arc more sexually active than noncoffee
Measured in milligrams of year and cost tens of billioils of dollars - 40 percent moved 1n
one
month
from
d . k
D . ki
. · th
.
~
nn
ers.
nn
ng
oo
ee
1n e rnom11
cholesterol per deciliter, an adult's in health care and lost -wages. .
one of three nsk levels to another, and \· reall does ak
be
and
1
1
cholesterol under 200 is desirable, 200Studies have shown ~ direct link 10 percent moved from the best to the -:--;ing al Y Comll e Y~ cc tthter . k
.
.
more ert.
ee can increase e ns
239 is ''borderline-high'' and anything between high cholesterol and heart worst or vice
versa.
·0 f heart alt k.
Over 240 is high.
disease.
The other, using 51 adults tested
ac
Beca\ISC a high reading can be just 20
The cholesterol program 's st(ndards three times in one week, showed- An - Coffee does not increase the risk of
percent above a desirable reading, suggest 60 million peol?le ~eed a average change of 5 percent despite heart attack, though deCaffeinated cof'Doctors are cautioned not to put patients doctor's help in using diet, Cxerdse and careful controls that included having fee may increase the risk or heart attack.
on cholesterol-lowering drugs without even drugs to reduce their 1chol ~]sterol. each subject fast for 12 hour and sit for This latest statement, from Harvard
University, and based on studies of
repeated, detailed tests.
,figuring out th!!t level iS. harcJFr than five ntinutes before each test.
, more than 45 ,000 rden, was released last
But an unusually low test could it seems. Laboratory analyzers ~
.
week and made front-page headlines.
falsely reassure someone who needs
especially those used if! mass (Paul Overberg writes for Gaqnetl
What
1~~ • ''Can 1d · k
1IONovWIS.
· · W h'
DC)
•
we
wan
nn
treatment, and a high reading that drops screenings in shopping mall5 and News Se IVICC
1 th.
1n as 1ngton, . .
t ff 0 not?'' \
in a later test could .prompt someone
Workplac.es _ can easily be 0 if by 10
OCopyrig/11 l'.i90, US4 1VDA Y/Apple
IS~ N r . nal, Co"
, . .
at)()
,,ee Association in
to dismiss the test's value.
percent thMugh er-rors in the niachine Colkge Jnforma1k>n Network
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Th~

theory was disoounted when the
FDA later said that rats who orally
coMWned the same amount of coffee at
a steady rate suffered no birth defects.
Common sense might also suggest that
87 cu~ of strong. force-.fed, stomachtubed coffee also would produce birth
defects in a bront0$8urus.
Fina1ly, on March 21, 1981, Carina
Nils.wn Regner died in Limhamm,
Sweden, at the age of 109. Before her
death, she attributed to her long life to
hard work and "lots of coffee."
It was also noted she was also a
widow for the final 82 years of hei life.
In summation, the question about the
safety of drinking coffee is still as clear
as a cup of cappuccino. But Americans
can rest a.uured this story is the J~t.
latest and final story "linking" coffee to
any real or imagined health risb.

-

OCopyright 1990, US<\ WDAY/
Apple College Information Nellj'Ork
(Tom Greenwood wriles for The Detroil
News.)
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The Piii and Chlamydia

may have a reduced risk of
. developing this serious
Taking the birth control pill
complication, according to Pal
may protect you again.st infertility _ Wolner-Hannssen, M.D. , of the
arising from chlamydia. One of
University of Washington School
the most common sexually
of Medicine in Seattle.
transmitted diseases on college
In his study of 880 women, he
campus', chlamydia can cause
found that those with chlamydia
pelvic inflammatory disease (PID~ who used Orill contraceptives
which can lead to infertility.
were five times less likely to
Symptoms include abdominal
develop P!D.
pain and longer-than-usual
His theory is that the birth
menstrual cycle bleeding. These
control pill inhibits immune
symptoms do not usually appear
over·stimulation, which causes
until the later stages of the
swelling and scarring of the
infection, when chlamydia has
tubes, thus les.sening or
spread to the fallopian tubes.
preventing infertility due to PID.
Ollamydia may cause swelling and
According to a representitive
scarring of the tubes, sometimes
of Howard University Hospital,
oompletely closing them, resulting oral contraceptives have a variety
in infertility.
of benefits to women including
Women who use the pill and
protection from various sexually
who arc infected with chlamydia
transmitted diseases.
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. . . . . . . ee Men, a .Baby, and a Ghost?
.I

By Mlchaal D Huttnar
H"1op Staft Ropatet

either of them know lttat moments after
they are admiring the \bouncing bundle

•

''

Rumors arc spreading throughf' ut

of joy, another child appears.
If you rent the mo~ie, watch closely

Northeastern colleges and now here at

or pres.s pause during ttie scene just after
Howard University that you can
a Jack's mother begins .J,..alking with the
ghast into your dorm room.
What's baby from the bedroom to - the living
scarier is that this rumor may be true. room, you'll see a brown-haired ghostly
Students who have rented the J
child dressed in a whit~ shirt and navy
holiday blockbuster movie, ''Three blue pants standing in the large window
Men and a Baby,'' starring Tom Selleck,• behind them.
Steve Guttenberg and Ted Danson,
I have received few explanations for
have witnessed a ghost which looms j this child's appearan~e.
College
ominously in the background of a scene students at Brown University in Rhcxle
in the movie.
Island heard that the lavish, New York
About two thirds of the way into the penthouse where the movie was
movie Jack, who is played by Danson, supposed to have been filmed was
calls his mother to help him take care of originally the residence of a family who
the adorable baby girl. Next, his mother endured a tragedy: their eight year old
arrives at the apartment but little do
son accidentally fell out of the window

bring'

987

Special Ed Is one of rap's youngest successes.

Special Ed
oontinued from page 11
earth personalily, rich and resonant
\'oice, and those knock-out boyish good
looks. He admits that he enjoys 1he
attentio11 hat he receives. ''It 's fun. It 's
nice to have people around you, so you
\\'on't get bored."
With all the fame and fortune a
popular rapper receives, there are some
negative aspects of the industry. ''I don't
like all of the propaganda and the
slander. No one kno,vs me to be talking
about me like that, so why should ·they?''

•

Bui 1J1e parl of Ed's success that he
enjoys tl1e mosl is ''when I walk oul on
the stage and see the crowd reacting to
my music and what l'm1saying."
Though tl1e ''magnificenl'' one still
lives with his n101l1er and fatl1er i11 the
Flatbush area of Brooklyn, New York
City, Special Edo,is no longer rap
music's child prodigy. As he says in
song ''Ready to Attack'': 'PCople say
new jack · What jack? · You Ja11na get
slapped jack? • Or get flipped like a
oipjack? - I've been rockin' rhymes
and l 've been roe kin' mies, ever since
you was on BMX bikes,' Ed is now
legally i11 charge!
I

'

•

Kente
cOntinued from page 11
According to Plumer. the kente cloth
in Africa today is regarded as an easily
\•isible indicator of wealth and not
neces.sari ly ro}•alty.
More recently, the kente cloth is
being worn b}' blacks in the United
Scates. According to Ali. the cloth has
taken on a ··new meaning and brought
cultural awareness and unity to blacks."
Ali s.1id. ''\Vhen Mayor Barry wore

the kente cloth to his trial, ii showed the
world that Bany was not on trial, but all
people of African de.seen! were on
trial.''
Additionally, the kcnte clo~ is worn
by many Howard UnivCrsity students.
Third year stUdent Timothy Woods
said. ''The kente cloth tells cvel)'One
that l am proud to be of African descent.
It will hopefully remind other AfricanAmericans of the nCcd for us lo' know
and teach others our history. Knowing
our history is necessary for us to survive
as a people. and I think the kcnte cloth is
just the beginning of our educh tion."

Advertise in 1
e Hilltop
806-6868

Ebony
Fashion
Fair sizzles
'

By Kevin C. Johnson
Special to the

H~ttop

Ready for a fashion show that clearly
shows a liberation from what is
commonly oonsidered fashionable, one
where all fashion chains are
unshackled? Then the Ebony Fashion
Fair is your ticket to freedom.
From lhe show's opening, when three
slinky models slithered out to the tune of
·:vogue." wearing r~inestone and lame
outfits including a sequined bustier
jumpsuit. lo a bride and groom finale
"1th the Midas touch - the couple says
··1 do'' in matching gold wedding gown
and tuxedo - the Ebony
hion Fair is
the show where anyth. g goes. And
often does.
Flashy? Without questio . Showy?
For sure. Unusual? No doubt. Bui if the
show were anything less, ii just
wouldn 't be the Ebony Fashion Fair.
\1.'hich is the largest traveling black
fashion shOYi in the country.
The Ebony Fashion Fair, which
kicked off late September and will be
making its rounds through the spring. is
an e~tension of the Johnson Publishing
Company which produces magazines
such as Ebony and Jel geared to African
Americans. It travels to about 190 U.S.
ci1ies and lo the C.aribbean and Canada.
The show serves as a fund-raiser for
the more than 100 civic and social
organizations that sponsor it, including~
black rta1erni1ies and sororities, the
National Urban League. the National
Council of Negro Women, the National
Association for the Advancement of

I

Colored People, lhe United Negro
.
'
College Fund, Links,
and
the Negro
Business and Professionil Women Inc.
As in the past, this year's 33rd
extravaganza boasts many of the
world's lop designers, rhore than 100
total. including Bill Blass, Bob Mackie,
Carolina Herrera, Fabrice, Geoffrey
Beene, Mary McFadden, Oscar c;le la
Renla, Gianni Vers~ce, Chloe,
Christian La Croix, Givenchy, Guy
Laroche, Nina Ricci, Pierre Cardin and
Yves Saint Laurent.
The theme ''Freedom Explosion'' is
evident throughout the l how. Colors
were bri_ght, bold _and beautiful; mixed,
matched' and mismatched
The show covers sportswear,
daywear, loungewear. swimwear,
evening wear, and cocktail attire.
Highlights include silk suits in
unusual oombinations such as grecnorangc and yellow-deep pink
combinations; an overcoat lined with ·
blossomed flowers over a black velvel
bustier dress; a blue-green winter jacket
thal oonvcrted to a coat; and a blackspotted white skin that can be whipped
off and transformed into a handbag.
Also seen was an electric blue jacket
made of lealher, suede and snakeskin
wilh foxtails dripping off the shoulders;
a black, tprn1-fitting dress with a
leopard ca ; reversible blue-green and
red-blue · - slic~cts: and a blue minidress with paghetti straps adorned with
bits of irror cut into the shape of
diamonds.
• Hear enough? How about the
Picasso-inspired design on an orange,
beaded dress;' a white leather suit with a
doublc-brcas.ted jacket ahd militarystyle adornments on each, shoulder; a
beaded tunic over a sheer, chiffon skirt;
an asymetrically-drapcd gown of silk
at)d satin that was embroidered with
beads off one shou)der; and swimsuits
that were either tie-dyed, Egyptianinfluenced or ..Yruity.
An added bonus this year is the return

I

where the ghost appears. The students
heard that the mother of the deceased
child is now suing Touchstone Pictures,
the movie's production company, for
''mental anguish'' from seeing her son's
ghost.
A spokeswoman at Touch.stone
Pictures in New York knew of the
mysterious child, but did not know of
any such law suit. Her explanation is
that the child is actually a cardboard Cut•
out drawing of Ted Danson which one
of the actors placed on the stage for a
gag but by mistake, wasn't removed
during editing. This explanation is at
best doubtful. Who would draw and
then place a cardboard replica of the
actor on a multi-million dollar set?
Moreover, if you look at the child,
you'll see that it certainly doesn't

itney's back!
JlY Tom Green
'Special to the H~ltop
•

A three-year break ended, Whitney
Houston is tackling the job of gelling
her megastar recording career back on
track .
Collaborating with hot Atlanta Rand-8 producers LA apd Babyface in a
move widely regarded as an attempt to
recaptijre black fans turned off by pop
slick~ss. she's releasing her third
album, '' I'm Your ·Baby Tonight''
(Arista), Nov. 6.
''I would rather say to people that this
new album is not different," says
Houston, 27, '' it's just an extension of
what Whitney has in store for them.''
As Houston's legion · of fans (she's
had seven oonsecutive No. l hits, more
than Elvis, the Beatles and Diana Ross)
listen for signals or new directions, she
is' readying a world tour to kick off next
spring. Her only public appc:arance this
)'ear will be two charity shows in

of the twins. Ally Fashion Fair follower
knows who the twins are - brothers
Ronald and Roderick Fuller, who
n1odeled with the show from 1983 to.
1987 - , are back after a short stint in
Hollywood and they still bring the
house down.
The already-sizzling stage further
heated up when they strutted out

1
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A recruitment conference representing over 500
career opportunities for more than I 00 degrees.
Plan to take one day out of your holiday break to
visit with over 90 major regional employers.

zipper in front and pockelS-~flaps in
the back.
Of oourse, the flaps were raised to
reveal a G-string. (Johnson writes for
the Reporter in Lansdale, Pa.) ·
CCopyrighJ 1990, US<\ WDAY!Aw/<
Coilq~ Information Network

WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN MONEY WHll,E
YOU ARE WORKING OR GOING TO CLASS
AND AT THE SAME TIME ESTABLISH YOUR
.DWN CREDIT? * FOR A VERY LOW COST NO CREDIT CHECK & NO SECURITY',
DEPOSIT YOU CAN HAVE A MASTERCARD ~
GUARANTEED, & MAKE MONEY AT THE I\
SAME TIME . • FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL OR WRITE FOR DETAILS.

WOHKSllOI~;

llOllARll

Joan of Arc Distribution, Im:.
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HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE HILLTOP?
In order to better s8rve students and faculty, v.<e would like to know how
you rate the Hilltop's performance by filling out this survey and offering

"'
"' .'
"',"'"'...'
..

some suggestions:

u

~

<•

"'

1. DO YOU THINK•THE ARTICLES IN THE HILLTOP ARE:
a) poor b) fair c) good d) excellent

~

C'

~
••

•

-...

~ t.'.!
~ "fJ.

••

=
~

•
It's free.
Don't forget your resume.
For information call:
~
215/972-3980.

'

"'- ·

2. DO YOU THINK THE HILLTOP COVERS STORIES THAT REFLECT
THE INTERESTS OF THE STUDENTS AND FACUlTY'I a) yes b) no

•

o~
,.,.,

WHAT TYPE OF ARTICLES WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE MORE OF
OR LESS OF IN THE HILLTOP?

.

3.

'" .

""'

f

'

Public Transit: 215/580-7800
~; I l ;~i - lJI'

Greater
Philadelphia
Chamber of Comm erce

wf""g soft denim bikini briefs with a

1321 S.W. 16th Terr. #103
Cape Coral, Florida 33991
l·IJ00.648-0682 or 1·813-772-4092

'
WHEN: December 27 & 28, 1990
9 AM - 4 PM each day

-

CCopyrighl 199(! US<\ TODAY/Aw/<
Collq lnfonnalion N~twtxk

-

.

WHERE: Adam 's Mark Hotel .
City Avenue & Monument Road
Philadelphia '

besl:

NOVEMUER WORKSHOPS

You'vq spent over 800 days getting your
degiee. Now spend two days at OPERATION

NATIVl' TALENT.

Atlantic City, NJ., Novi 23ard -24.
Houston dismisses
notion that
she's lost her black publ
"I get my
flak like everybody ~lsc . but I'm just
doing what I do
.1
't plan m
(selling 31 million albu ). It just
happened. I would think tilack people
would be proud."
She admits that when the hip Fox 1V
show, ''In Living Color," needled her
•
for lacking soul, she was initially
wounded . Then she decided she
couldn't take it personally, and ~
says she helped K<enen lv<Xy Wayans'
show win an Fmmy.
''I don~t sing tTiusic thinking thi.s Ls
black or this is white ... I Bing songs that
everybody's going to like(
Her• rust two albwqs were so
successful! that Houston became weary
of touring and performing and decided
to halt work and regroup.
"I think the public had aboltt enough
of me and I ha~ enough of me, too."

. '•

J\NNOUNCEMENT~

hCi\!JEMIC SUHVIVfiL

.ld.t.

N<)W !

At:l4 !.lilt.: SU: 1 ~1P T llUILl1llJt: - Ii

OPERATION .
NATIV[
TALENT

ttll!ll l!OJ

4. DO YOU THINK THE HILLTOP IS A RR IABt E AND CREDIBlE
SOURCE FOR NEWS? a) yes b) no

5. IN TERMS OF LOCAL, NATIONAL. AND INTERNATIONAL ·NEWS

CONCERNING AFRICAN-AMERICANS. DO YOU THINK THE HILLTOP
IS :
a) uninformative •b) informative (average) c) very infonnative

'

2'i
•"'

6. DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER SUGGESTIONS FOR THE PAPER

•

•

Mall responses to :

THE HILLTOP, PROJECTS MANAGER, 2217 4111
St NW, Washington, DC 20059. Or stop by Hlltop ofllc:e.
•

I

•

Music

'

'

resemble even the likes of Ted Danson.
According to the casting dir<Cta,
Dianne Crittenden, the child may have
been a son of one of the cameramen who
was shooting the scene. She says that
almost the entire movie was filmed on a
set in Toronto.
Once again this
explanation is dubious, if you look at the
child, he is not merely paMing by, he
looks ·as if he recently retwned from
acting in The Exorcist.
When I fust heard there was a ghost
in the movie, I did not believe it either.
But blow the dust off your old movie
storage box, or borrow a friend's copy,
or rent it. Put a ghoo~ in ~e mi¥:hine.
You too will. see the child bing at you
from your television.
Who is this mysterious c~?
Your guess is as good as mane.

'

J

•

I

•
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It's a no-risk offer. Really.
·
•
'PryLeuis®50J®fJuttanflyjeansfar30days.Andifyaudnn'ta.bsolutelyfnvethem,justreturn
themfar afull refund.
But what's not to love? They're made to be the most comfortable jeans you've ever worn.
The special Levi's denim actually conforms to your body. And the button
fly lets denim do what denim ought to do.
'
Fit you perfectly.
•
1
Stop by the nearest, participating Levi's retailer (call 1-800-227-5600 for
exact location). Ask about the Levi's 501 button fly no-risk offer.
And forget about zipping up,R>rever.

•

•
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CAPTAIN AFRICA
AT LAST: I.BR-4/NWASHf.R. "AV£

.

•

•

WJTUlN TU[ fABU::

BLUo
YAA~to/I

.

•

•

PARTS
•

hot
water
t~r

or

Spovt
/
t'.-

,,.---.::..

BUT urs SON. PR/NC( N/GIE.'
M 'WrTU µAS PLANS Of '-ltS 0.VIJ

;;·~~~J.A'3i!%~o~:;gGi.J~i

•

SON Wl;ARING A COSTUMI<

BUN/, tS MYGrAR RE"ADY?.

C.old water tap

l

.

-

A Si'NK

--

AND FLYING AROUND AND All.'

R"1DY~ WUY I R£1Nf0R(£D

Ht DOESN'r
KNOW• .YEl:

Ti'1£ (NTIR( tJN/FORM WITH
MOLECULARLY ALTE.R'D
. f:J:6£L ARMOR ME.SU.1
TµE.R~'S ONE TINY

.
•

-

PROBLEM-

'

,,. ,. -;;
. ·'
9''
6

l
spy periscope

.

,)

-

for the WQter (c#\~

..

NtxT•
GUl:SS

"1-0:S
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1

•

CCMtN:; TO O/NN(R :>

•
•
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At: tllt

.BUSI N5&& OR
ENVIRONMENT?

......

-

NEW SUMMIT MEDICAL CENTER
.
"HABLAMOS ESPA.~Q~~,, ,.,;

-

.
M-F SAM - 6PM
'
SAT 7:30 AM - 3:30 PM
1630 EUCLID ST N.W
(CORNER OF ~QCLID & 16TH ST. NW)
'

\;

•FAMILY PLANNING

•Sonograms•Pregnancy Testing
•Counseling
t
•Full Gynecology Services

'

•GENEIUI PRACTICE

Ar. !Nl f.IOMEC.0,.,.,'- GNrlE

r"''°

"="

•SERVICES STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

~o

M4DGIM111t 0
".

I•

•Sexually Transm:r,ed Diseases
• Herpes•Aids(S: Ce<) • •.::hlamydia

•CONTRACEPTIVES

...~ .,..,, h.. ~ .1,;;
W\l\ao.,.,, Fi ~~ :Ji.'

I

c

•

•

";l'"OllNNY COM!$ HO!

•MAJOR CREDIT CARDS HONORED
•MOST INSURANCE ACCEPTED
•A.U. Health lnsur2ace Acc e:'led

I

•

•

To !f#.4 I EX c ITEI'll! I

1

.,

f

BY APPOINTMENT

'337-7200

'

OR

'

.Physical Science/Engineering &
''
Art/Architecttire Majors:

296-166~

New Seagull Variable Contrast
Resin paper-the material of
choice for those with vision.
Tuday's photographers are looking
to push their vision over the edge
into rew territory. The photographic .
paper they choose to get them
there ... Oriental.
Please sea instructor
for W]uablecoupons.

.. ,........ _

' '"'..!.

ORIENTAL
.. .
......
-~-

YOUR LOCAL OR IENTAL DEALER

Penn Camera
915 E St ree t NW
Washington, D.C. 20004
(202) 347-5777
"OC 's Largest Suppl ler or

Photographic

Prod~cts"

DRIEJITAL PHOTO DISfRIBUTINC co.
371.ll W. Moore Ave., San1a Ana, CA 92704

It's Possible!
In An Exciting Career
'As A Patent Examiner
For the pas! 200 years, the Patent & Trademark
Office has fostered American ingenuity.
We're the first stop for new ideas. From
su~rconductors to simple everyday devices.
we pave the way for the latest inventions. By
providing a patent, a bright idea is given the
fuel to progress . . . and the power to
succeed .

We can do the same !or your career. As a
Patent Examiner, you'll evaluate the patentability al a vast array of scientific. and engi neering discoveries. And provide the driving
force to see new ideas through to completion .
•
We invite Physical Science and Engineering
majors (all discl~ines - mechanical, elec-

trical, chemtc:al, etc.) and Design Examiners
(with majors in art, archrtecture, gr•phlcs,
etc.) to !ind out more at our Open House/

Career F•lr:

I

Friday, November 2nd

10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

And

Saturday, November 3rd
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 P..m.

Special Presentations
- Learn about the patent corp and the patent
examining profession.

Crystal Park I (2011 Crystal Drive)
Suitt 501 (Patent Academy)
Crystal City in Arlington, VA

ON-THE-SPOT INTERVIEWS!
IMMEDIATE JOB OFFERS POSSIBLE!
It's a career opportunity you won't want to
miss. For more lntonn•tion •nd dliKtionl,
call Keith Ariola at (703) 557·5817. If unable
to attend, send your resume
or SF-171 to:
U.S. Patent &
Trademark Office
P.O. Box 171

Washington, DC 20231 .
U.S. citizenship required for
. employment
"in equal opportunity
empioyer.

'
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Mayor Barry
pleads case
on Donahue
"

•
By Deslr'ee Robinson

I
that
embarrassment alone
punishment enough," she said.

million are addicted to legal
(prescription) druga.
"Addiction is a 24 hour disease,''
Barry said. "You deny it all the time that
you have a problem ...
In reaction to Barry's political
upintions for the D.C. Council· A1Larae sea~ Donahue IOld Barry, "You
can't be a third chair violin when you've
alRady been the concert master. You're
' '.p g IO be bo«:d to death.""

Opponents of Barry's decisio1_1 to rl1n
for council say tha,t he should bow out of
the D.C. political arena.
''He has done a lot for the city," said
Adrienne Price, director of financial aid
and student employment at Howard. ''I
am just afraid of the consequences with
h'irn as a role model for the city becau<;e
of the taint as.sociated with his office."

.

Barry stressed that be bas felt a sense
· of mksM>n bis entire life. He added that
hi1 political motivations are inspired by
people in &he city who have asked him to

Hilltop Staff Reporter

In a televised in terview w ith
) nationally S)'ndicated ta.lk-show / host
Phil Donahue on \Vednesday, District

I

In reference to the government sti11g
operation that captured Barry in the act
of illegally slnoking rocaine Bany
replied that tl)C American publid should
demand a higher standard
law
enforcement in this country.
•

JJ.e~

The live lelecasl o~ ''The Ph il

"

approximately l ,~ Distrid! citiz.cm,

Do11ahue Sl1ow'' was brbadcast from

so me of which included

the Universit y of the District of
Co lumbia.

approx imately 200 Barry svpponcrs
a11d individuals.
Acoording to Barry, the Washington

Barry entered lhe auclitorium amid a
thunde rous
a ppla use
from

be

and minority bu.sines&:s.
"To walk away and say thanks for the
good times is the easy way ou~ .. Barry

Mayor Barry shown here with April Silver at Howard's A-Building protest

'' l've
the public to understand
the ravagM of this disease, and I've
taken th_t' personal responsibility for all
of riiy- actions, and I've worked
everyday to enhance this city," he
added.

i

•

siand up for the elderly, young people

of Colun1bia Mayor Marion Barry, said,
··1 ai11 284 da)'S of being free and clean
of a11y ch~icaJs."

1udents,

public knows that he is a ''good person

,

1s

said

When asked whether he cou ld
forgive Rashida Moore, the friend of
Mayor Barry who cooperated with tJ1e
government in the sting ope~atio 11,
Barry replied.' •· I guess eventually I can
but not yet. l i:;an't undo the past. I'm ju.;;t
concerned abt>ut tcxlay." . ,

Natasha Grady, a Howard Cres'f'an
who b8s done some bad Uiin~...
In hi1 intervieW, Bany spouted off &fr,. omm Maryland, believes the mayor
statistics saying that mOi'e than. 25 should run for the council seat.
million Americans are "J>owerless"
"Barry will be working and dealing
over ak:obo~ seven and--a·half million
have used illcpl drup, and 40 to SO ' diiectJy with the people h< lied to and
..

'

•

.,

EXXON Reception

•

1'11estlay, N11ve111ber 6, 1990

y ,f ollow in
anyone's footsteps?

•

5 :OOp111 - 7;Qfh1111

•

'•

aeorgia Cafe
,

EXXC)N wi ll be 011 c•u npus inlerv ie\ving:

All Engineerin g Majt>rs

•
Signet's training program provides in-depth training in every .facet of banking during a 12 - 18
month schedule. You will provide a high degree of ambition and motivation, coupled with excellent interpersonal skills, a)\d -outstanding academic records in one of the following areas:

J\ccou11ti11g I l;i nancc I ('1J111 pu1c r Sc ie nce
•

..v .. .

l' h.D. C hc111is1s

. Accounting

Nove11tbcr 71h & 81h

Si1411111i i11 tl1e Ct1recr l 1 l:111ni11~ :1111l

.

•

Build your own success with
Signet's Management Associate Program.
/ Interviewing on campus November 20th

,.

•

'

q.

tf

• Finance

•

t

• Ma,uigement

• Marketing

. General Business

Candidates ":"th other majors will be considered, with apprbprtate accounting and business courses

to their credit.

~

l'l:1ce1~ Ullice (806-75 1.' )

To learn more, please contact the Office of career Planning and Placement.
We also have openings for Business Analysts in the Marketing and Strategy Group.
-

I h i~ t'\t·n1 1s S 1 1l1n ~ort'tl by llowa1tl l:ngi11ecr

.

~ l ;t g J z ine

I

antl 1he llusitli.'SS S!\1clcn1

SIG~TBANK

Cilun~· il

We are an equal oppOrtuntty employer and encourage women and minorities to apply.

I

•

,

I

I ,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

,

The Ladies of
)
' 1 ' Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
•.'
"'"
Mu Delta Chapter
'
and
I
The Brothers of
I •
'Alpha Phi Alpha Fratemity, Inc. ~
1
Beta Chapter
,,
' '
invite you to l
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Date: Saturday
November 10th, 1990
• Time: 10:00 PM - /Until
'
Place: Marvin Center 1st Fl.
800 21st NW (G.W.U .)
Damage: $5.00 Gen. Admission
$4.00 Greeks with nalia
$3.00 AKA & AIS/A
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Seniors victorious
•
In last home game

•

By Christopher Taylor
Hillop Stall -

'

I
(above
and below)
-.._,

•

•

Team demonstrates. the technique that has put taekwondo program on the

PHO'l'.QS BVJAAES MCKISSIC

lnternatlonalscene,

·ckers keeping tradition alive
By Richard · Flowers
and Melanie Brodus

said faculty and team member Anthony
Ferguson.

During the Fourth Annual Columbia
..,.. Hilltop Staff Reporters

Taekwond o

The Howard University Tac
kwon do Team continued to show
why they are one of the best, if not
the best. team in the country with
- their impressive perfonnances in
twb recent competitons.
So far this semester they have

'

competed in the 1990 US Open
Taekwondo Championships,
sponsored by the Oriental Sports
Academy in Falls Oi.urch, Va.
and the Fourth Annual Columbia
Taekwondo In stitute Open.
•Nearly 40 members of Ho1,1, ard
University 's Taekwondo Team
competed in the first tournament
a_gainst other teams from all over
the United States.
'
The Howard Universit y
1

•
l

Tack"Wondo Team brought home

a total of 20• medal£-!0 golds,

five silver and five bronze. \'As
usual Howard dominated the
tournaments with displays of
tec hnical power, stamina, and
calculated speed and precision."

·.

Institute

Ope n

last

Saturday, they brought home nine gold,
six silver. and five bronze medals.
Howard Un iversity tea m member
Pauice Remarck gained the respect of
' and observers when
all the participants
he won the Grand Championship
Trophy for the team.

Under the coaching of Dr. Dong
Ja Yang and assistant coaches Sumorry
Alpha and Kun Young Lee, these
kicking Bison are continuing to pe rfonn
at the high standards that have
catapu lted this program into tl1e
national spotlight.
The team was founded in Septen1ber
of 1967 by Yang, who was encouraged
to oiganize a team by a group of
enthu siastic student s.
Si nce its
foundati'an, the team has made n1any Tcakwo ndo Chan1p ions hi ps were
impressive achievements, such as seven Howard Univer.>ity students.
In addition, How3.(_d University
National Collegi ate Taekwondo
Championships for both men and ~ Tackwondo studcits ~[i~d ~30
percent of the ~S National Team which
women...
They have captured more than 20 participated in the International and
percent o[ the US National Taek"Wondo World Championships. They have
Cbampionship tilles, and 60 percent of acquired 25 World and Pan An1erican
the United States Team in the World Championship titles.

On a full moon night, a Halloween
trick or treat was in progress on the
soccer field. Usually a unlucky number.
especially on this evening, 13 proved to
be the opposite as Shaka Hislop
(number 13) scored two goals to lead
Howard to a 3·1 victory over George
Washington University, Wednesday
night at Greene Stadium.
An added bonus/incentive for the
win were the five seniors playing in
their last home game.
Hislop a junior. who normally plays
goalkeeper, changed roles to forward
after the two teams played a scoreless
first half.
"He (Coach Keith Tucker) told me
before the game was going up front, I
was kind of surprised to be put in at 0-0,"
Hislop said.
When the second half started,
Simm.om, a senior, was the goalie and
Hislop was lJ..a forward in search of a
goal.
It did not take him long to fmd it. At
the 58:58 mark, H"1op scored by way of
a defensive mistake on the behalf of a
George Washington (8·7·5) player. A
Colonial defender tried to make a back
paM to the goalie. Hislop intercepted
that pass in penalty _area and when the
goalie came out to CUL down the angle,
Hislop's medium high shot gave the
Bison a 1-0 lead.
George Washington equalized with
a goal by forward Mario Lone at the
60:00 mark of the second half.

FOOTBALL PREVIEW

''Dreams became reality in 1990
for the Howard University
Taekwondo
Team.
Our
achievements and many successes
reaffmn the fad that we are indeed
one of the top ranked Taekwondo
teams in the country today," said
Ferguson.

Unless something goes terribly
wrong, the Howard University Football
three game losing streak will come to an
end this weekend. The team the Bison
are playing has the longest IO&ing streak
(16 games) in Division l·AA football.
Thank goodne"' for the Morgan
State Bears.
This is a Mid·Eastero Athletic
Conference game that will be played
Saturday, 1 p.m. at Greene Stadium.
Morgan State (0·9. o.s in the
MEAC) is coming off a 31-15 105/l to

Midfielder Chris Majewski aos.<ed a
ball that Mario Lone ran onto, and
headed the ball pass Sinunon.s to tie the
score at 1·1.
That tie lasted until Hislop got his
second goal at 69:29. On another back
pBM by a George Washington dCfender,
Hislop stole the pass in the 1nalty area
and got between two playe
His first
shot hit Chris Yorke, the Cclonials'
goalie, but the rebound
~ack to
Hislop whose seoond shot
d the
back of the net for the game winning
goal.
"He (Shaka Hislop) is a talented
foJWard. We have a defensive team so
we took a chance and scored. I like to ...
gamble," said Howard's Head Coach
Keith Tucker.
"His fast strong play (Shaka Hislop)
changed the game," said George
Washington' s Head Coach George
Lidster.
Howard added an insurince goal at
the 71 :30 mark. Seniol Forward
Anthooy Laird got the ball oo the right
wing. He was able to move in front of a '
Colonial player in the penalty area and
h1' bending left.footed shot beat Yorke
to the left side.
Senior.; from Howard pla)oing in
their last game were: Laird, midfielder
Harold Heath, defenders Mike
Williams, Monday Kanu, and
Simmons.
''Well this is a nice .victory
considering th·e season was a
disappointment because_ ·we (the
seniors) could not go out vi9lorious. I
am happy to-look back at a successful
career," Williams said.
Florida A&M last week in Miami.
Some people think their football
program could or should be dropped.
The Bears have been outscored '363
to 63 this season and the team is only
averaging 17 rushing yards and 102
pas.<ing yards per game. Howard has
won the last six games in this series,
including the 31-0 win last year ill
Baltimore.
We are trying to do lhc ~ job ~
possible ... the kids have oot quit, and
show effort," said Morgan State's
offen.sive coordinator John Phillips.
-Christopher Taylor
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PEACE CORPS
Has Something
for You ...
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Swimming
Sharks
adjust to
new coach
By Martin Lewis
Hilltop Staff Reporta<

'

Contact: Peace Corps Recruiting Office
1990 K Street, N.W., Room 5400
Washii'igton, DC 20526
(202) 606-3940, ask for extension 100
•

Two months after Howard's athletic
department announced that they were
going to make ex-Bison swimmer
Dexter Browne the school's youngest
coach, fill ing the void left by Eric
Howard who resigned this summer, the
Swimming Sharks have adjusted
''well'' to Browne's new system, and
even perfonned well in the season 's
first swimming meet
According to co·captain Mike
Houston, there have not been any
problems with Browne. ''It's great with
him here, he is someone that we can all
relate to because he is both a friend and
a coach. Under him, I see a more
disciplined team. When you come to
the pool, he's the coach. It's strickly
business while he's here."
Houston, one of Browne's
teammates and housemates when he
swam for the Bison, says it is friendship
that has allowed them to work together
with success.
''We used to coach each other when
we swam together, so it's kind of the
same relationship now," Houston said.
While watching a recent practice
session, it appeared the entire team,
especially the older swimmers, have
kind of 11 family relationship with the
new coach. Browne seems to push
HOUSlon and the others the same way a
older brother would push his younger

,

PICIO 11'1'

j'~£8

ACIC01

Mike Houston shows perfect form during a recent·pract\Ce.
brother.
•
''Many thought that Dexter wouldn't
be able to coach us because he was close
friends of so many of us, especially me,
but I think he has proven those people
wrong. Everything has been great so
•
far,"
Houston said.
''I find the guys closest to me respond
to me the best because there is so much
respect in our friendship and they don't
wan 't to see me fail. The guys on
scholarships know that I am more
demanding on them because I expect
the most out of them as far ~as team
points go. They know they have to
produce," Browne said.
Browne has brought a new system 10
the pool that forces the swimmers to
challenge themselves.
''In the begining of the season, I had
all the swimmers fill out fonm stating.
the dates and times they wanted to be
swimming.
I am holding them
accountable to those times."
''The system wiU force the
swimmers to make themselves get
better. By setting goals for themselves
they will have something to aim for,''
Browne said.
Another change Browne brought to
the Sharks is that he has divided the

'

workout regiment depending on each
swimmer's skill level. 1'1 try to divide
the pool based on each individual 's
ability. Since aU of the swimmers don't
swim at the same level, I think the
overall team will improve if each
swimmer's talent is pushed tg its
farthest limit,' ' Browne said
In their first task of competition, the
•
Sharks, undermanned because of
registration problems, performed V{.fll
at the Washington Metropolitan Relays
at American· Unive~ty, according to
Browne .
"We only took eight swilpmers to the
meet They gave it a good effort I
basically let them view die meet as a
workout They finished in the tq>
positions for a while, but they couldn't
keep up wilh the depth of the University
of Maryland, Catholic Uni~ty and
George Washingtoo teams," Browne
said.
"I have people performing very close
to the limit of their human capabilities.
I feel dedicated to help those swimmers
reach that level of excellence as well as
helping the younger swimmers
improve, '' Browne said.
"We have a lot of potentially good
swimmers m this team.''
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Invites HOWARD UNIVERSITY stude_nt~ to atte~d a presentation on career
opportunities in the 1990's.
I

l

I

.

•

· ~

November 6, 1990
·5:00-6:0@ p.m.
Facuity Lounge

I
'
•

Recent Interns will be available to talk about their experiences at The Travelers.
'
•

•

I

All majors encouraged to attend.

•

.

CAMPUS INTERVIEW;DATES:
I

•

•

•

Finance
Data Processing
Managed Care and E~ployee Benefits
(MCEBO)
' . [
•

Tue.sday,November 7, 1990
•

'

0

v•

,-' ,..t·1arial

Wednesday, Noyember 8, 1990
I

Thursday, Nov.e mber 15, 1990

Engineering .
Data Processing
Special Liabilities Group

•

•

Special L~bilities Group
Managed Care and Employee Benefit8
Associates
Field/Customer Service Representative
(MCEBO)
Data Processing

Saturday, December 1, 1990
•

I

•

•

•

Internship information will also be available.
Refreshments will be served.
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ILLT PICS
Graduate and ProfcssiooaJ School Fair on
Wednesday, October 31 from 2-7 p.m. at
George Wa.Wngton University's Marvin
Cai.tu, 21st and H Slrcct. N.W. ~

HAPPENINGS
Public Rclatiora Student Society of
America
Thursday, Nov. 1 al S p.m.
C-229

Magic. No Cover 10-11 p.m.
~

GO EXPRESS TO
CHICAGO

IBANKSG!VING BREAK
75.00 ROUNDTRIP RESERVE YOUR
SPACE NOW!!!
CALL 797-0172

For Sak:
Oucen-si?.e Watcrbcd!!

Howard Students- Come oot and support
the Women's Soccc:r team this Saturday a.s
we take on Trinity C.Ollcgc. We need your
support Game starts at 3 p.m. at Greene
stadium. ,

Toastmasters
Thurs. Nov. 1st, 191)().6 p.m.
Undergraduate Library-lcclwe Room
POWER IN WORDS!'

Round trip $00. Junior 'JfJ2-7'fl-7376.
$70 after November 16, 1990.

plus commissiort Call Campus Marketing
1-800-423·5264

VOLUNIEER FOR YOUR
NEIGHBORS
The Easter Sca1 Society for Disables
OUldren and Adults is seeking volunteers
IO work oo the phone Nov. 12, Monday
fonn 5:30 p.m. IO 8:30 p.m. No exp.
needed. Location is close: 2800 13th St,
NW. Call Alison at 202-232-0037

PHARMACY

TllllC: 5:00 p.m.

N.AAC.P. MEE11NG
Join the H.U. NAAC.P. at its ~
Meeting
Thws. Nov. 8 Lotkc Hall Rm 105

Help homeless and children. C.all WSSC
for volunteer Saturday project. 265-4~.

Attention! All persons who missed the CP
interest· meeting. it's not too late.
Applications arc available unlil Tuesday,
November 6, 1990, between 11 a.m. and 6
p.m., in the Pal offK:C.

CAREER BROKERAGE
OPPORTUNITY
National fast growing sales company
seeking hard working commission sales
persons. No license required. Company
will train. Work history and references
required. Call Carole (301) 702-300)

The next H.U. Bicyclists Society Meeting
will be Monday, November S @ 6:30

SllJDENT DRIVERS NEEDED

p.m~-

Mountain retreat seminar on

1HE IUJNOIS CLUB Will. HAVE A

Unificationism. November 9-11. Call
265-4920.

MEETING
OCTOBER 31 AT 5:30 P.M 'IN
OOUG!.ASS HALL RM.

Howard University Studen1 A<tsociation
presents
"Women in Sports''
Friday, November 9, 1990
Tune: 10 a.m. 10 I p.m.
Location: Blackbum East Ballroom
Jazz and Poe1ry Series
in lhe
"Punchout" every Thursday evening

}kip WSSC give 10 needy in 1he Soviet
Union. Call 265-4920.

World Pcacx Prayer. Monday's 12 noon.
Outside Rankin Olapcl. Near tree. 2654920.

car.

H.U.B.S. will be sponsoring a group ride
Su~ay November 4 at 1:00 p.m.·mecl al
the flagpole.
,

202-7234242
•

'

W AJIITED One Female 10 share

1/2 of rent 2BD RM APT furnished,
WW C.arpet, Microwave located in
LcDroi! Puk
within 3 blocks from campus, on Buslinc

for details calJ

•

PE RSONAC.S

Short or Long Lease~
furnished
Oosc to Howard r
Call Ms. Johnson 575-2937

Ivan the Tcmblc,
I'm sorry that we've drifted apart I miss

2 blocks from Georgia and New
Hampshire
1 nn includes all utilities for $225
Available immediately. (301) 989-2209

TIIE "R" ONE,
I MONlll. NOVEMBER 6l1l. PURE

you.
Josephine

JOY.

,

2 FURTS. I UNION. 0 8-BOYS.
GREATCOMBO, WOUIDN'T YA
SAY? qr FBRATION?
TIIE USUAL: R!Of!ER SCAIB
MADNES.S, PEP TA!KS
IAUGH11'R, TAI.KS, QUIET
MOMENTS ...TOGETHERNESS...
SOON!!
LOVE, QUAIL
(U-NQ. WHO)

-

4 Bedroom 2 Bath House
Available now
$280-$340 plus 1/4 utilities
424 Elm Street N.W. right by Howard U.
Call Milch (H) (202) 333.2296

PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
Exciti-ng small business needs student part
time to assist with production and daily

2Q2..723-4640

681-3897.

Rooms For Rent
2 left $300 and $290
$35 off first rwo months
House shared by students
all included W/D DfW Mic.
Harvard and Georgia Ave.
Call 462.7456

723-5291

Pager (30 I) 940-0607

(202\ 610.:\64:\

I LOVE YOU MIOIAEL!!

•

Do You Love Mc?
Wonder Woman

Brown Hornet:
'
It's good to be together again. t love you.
Babycakcs

2901 GEORGIA AVENUE. N ,W,

'>l ,\lllLVN DAWSOS , R\'.

I.I<•~

•:.OU..tlclaa

llomecoming Spttial

'

$15 ··...io1 .. ,, , ..........

LIQUOR 6: TAX SERVI C ES
HOME COOKED Fooos DAILY

l'l'JIO

A/..,"'"""""" 51< .. ea.. s,-..1...
· Ft<>alo · !loft r,........,,, . '''''"'I
• A<ro< Truun""' • s.n,,, M•• .. I<
• tn1...,..·n tlaH T"' " """"

FR!. NOV 2nd. TONIGIIT
GAS CliAMBER BODY BOX
DJ Bobby Kondc<S

c• ...,.... M ... "' ~...,.,_.,,_.,
Call for

Al'J!O'n11TI~n1

"'"""'"°"'_.~

(30 1)

M O ... · TMU,.S. 9 AM - 9 PM F" IOAV 9 AM -~ PM
S AT. 9 AM • 12 MIDN IG HT

TEL. (202l 387-!i 17~

... {'.,.

5119-n~

•

•

''50'- "'",....,.. s.u,.. 101 · sa...,.s,..--..1.1.10
EDWARD M. DEAS • Pl'tOP.
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Congratulations!You're on the scent of
the Pan Arn Shuttle's low one-way student fare
of $69~ But then you've always had a nose
for a good deal.

Spovthe JetPak Commuter Book'
Ten one-way tickets for a mere $449. You11
save 35%-take the savings and watch 35%
more naughty foreign films.

'
'

The Pan Am Shuttle's schedule gives the
nexibility of the nimblesl athle1e. Flights
depart every hour on the half hour. No reservations neces.sary...just shoY.' up and go.
So, getting out of town is never a hurdle.

•

Chew on this. Travelers with taste know
that there's no better way to travel betY1een
Boston. New York and \Vashington than the
Pan Am Shullle!

'

\
The Pan Am Shuttle low Youth Fares
v·:ill lea\•e you Y.1th more dough where it counts ...
in your hand.

•

You always were quick on yoUr feet! Pan Am
WorldPass," The Richest Frequent Traveler
Program in the World~ will really get 'em
scurrying up the Matterhorn, stomping out a
flamenco in sunny S~i~, or dangling out of a
hammock in Hawaii. JuSrdial 1-8Q0..348-8000
and join P~n Am WorldPass today.

Your finger is a wonderful digit! U...e it to
order your JetPak today by dialing these digits.
1-800-221-1111, or contacting your travel agent.

*The S69 Youth Fare is vahd Monday- Friday 10:30 AM- 2:30 PM and
7:30 PM-9:30 PM . and Sunday 3:30 PM-9:30 PM . A S59,Vouth Fa!' is
available all day Saturday and until 2:30 PM on Sunday. Fare and sdleOule subject to change without nohce. AS1 surcharge applies tor fligtlts
Cleparting Bosl':ln. ''outh fares are valid for passengers 12-24 years of age
with proper ID .
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•

•

FLIGHTS ON THc 1/2 HOUR BETWEEN BOSTON, NEW YORK AND WASHINGTON.

.

"

•
(

•

DEAS' DELICATESSEN
,• .,. un. JI ,

Representatives from 11lc University of
Texas School of Law will anend the D.C.

'

•

VISA/MASTERCARD. regardless
of
previous credit history. Call now for more
infonnalion.

(202)

Fcma1c to Share 1/3 of New House
Featuring
lKEA Fumishinp, Washer/Dryer, W/W
carpet, Micro-wave,
AJC, Furnished Call Anytime for details

4 Br House

Reliable and Dependable Drivers To
Deliver Small Packages During Business
hours. Knowledge of metro area - own

Rm B-21 Douglass.

.

UNIF1CATIONISM, world view for 21.st
ceniury. Call :2p5-4920 for introduction.

WANTE!). CREATIVE lNDMDUAL
wrnl ACCESS TO VIDEO
EQU!PIMENf TO BE CAMPUS VIDEO
CORRESPONDENr, PRODUCE NEWS
BITS ON TOPICAL ISSUES FOR
WEEKLY SCREENINGS AT IS
MlNlJICS VIDEO BAR. FOR MORE
!NFORMATION, CAIL SIEVE
ZARPAS (202) 408-1855.

'

Come to the Pre-Pharmacy Association
Meeting
Place: College of Pharmacy Rm. "}JJ7

One bedroom Apt. in the basement
$395.00 and no rent for 13th month and
large efficiency in the basement $395.00.
(30!)

New York's #1 Rockers D.J.
No Cover 10-11 p.m. 3047 lSlh St. N.W.
(3 blocks north of Meridian Hill Dorm.)

GOOD Sf.cURITY
1/2 Block from Busline/Oosc 40 campus

featuring A/C,

Break Packages on campus. Free trips

Round trip airline ticket to Dallas, Texas
Leave Nov. 9, return Nov. 12 Interested
call (301) 384-4563. Very reasonable
price!

USIEN UP!
All students interested in

Renovatcdroom for rent, staiting price
$300 per month. Rooms arc located at 16
Quincy Pl N.E. and 917 8th N.E. For
more infonnation call Mrs. Pamela Fowler
at (362-2600) Mon-Fri between 3 p.m.-11
p.m. or Mr. Raymond A Fowler at 5460049 any time.

Campus Reps-- Individual or Student
Organization· need to promote our Spring

presents DJ. Bobby Kondcrs

.,

HOUSING

JOBS

FRIDAY November 2nd Tonight
Gas Ouunber Body Box

Call Jennifer 234-2817
after 7:00 p.m.

office opcration.s. Outgoing personality
preferred (202) 723-5291.

_r

CLUB GEORGIA fl"'CO~:
Thanksgiving in Atlanta
Departing: November 21st
Returning: November 25th
Reserve scats now!
Slacy 7'fl-281 I
Mclis.ia 319-9246

$100.00

Turkey Express 10 New York City; Nov.
21, Nov. 25 Television. VCR, Food

'

VISAJMASIERCARD. New credit card
program
95% approved regardless of credit history.
Securily bay be required. Cbance of a
lifetime,
call now! (202) 269-0593

Now that you have felt the Magic
of the Power. Feel the Power of the

3047 15th St N.W.
(c.orncr of 15th and Irving N.W.)

Volunlcer to tutor and befriend young
children in the area. 1bcy need you!
Afternoons or cVcnings - 1 hour a week or
'
more. New Coolmunity After School and_.
Advocacy Prognun. 232-0457

·'

(N.Y.'s #Reggae DJ.)

'

'

